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In a criss-cross_of country, folk, rock and Gate, Gerde's Folk, City, and the college 
circuit. The New YoYk Times comments on 
the fine blend of one female and four male 
voices; Variety hails the group's "bubHng 
stage personalities" and Billboard; said, 
Jazz, Revival will present what promises to 
toe a very lively concert in the Oak Lounge, 
;Thursday, October 21, 12:30-1:30, and 5:30-
>:30. . ./.. >, ..-
. "ttfce quartet & coinposed of JDon Daley (lead -' with the lead guitarist casually pulling off 
byJOHN S. SALAD YGA 
President Clyde Wingfield, in his first 
public appearance within Baruch since his 
appointment last July, addressed a group of 
administrators, faculty and . students on 
Thursday, .October 14, 1971 in the twenty-
fourth street auditorium. 
The occasion for the President's ap-
pearance w a s a Philosophy Forum 
discussion of the topic: "How Should a 
College- be Governed? " 
The discussion "was of particular im-
portance, since Baruch is the only senior 
college in C.U.N.Y. which has not yet 
adopted a structure of joint governance, 
with significant student representation, as 
Teqirired by the Board of Higher Education. 
The September 1 deadline for the adoption of 
such a structire has not been met, and 
' president Wingfield is now trying to come up 
with an acceptable plan before the ex-
- piration of a temporary extension granted 
submitted that the only valid test for any 
system of joint governance for Baruch is the 
degree to which the plan advances the 
educational aims and the capabilities of the 
institution. 
For any workable plan to materialize, 
president Wingfield stated that it is im-
portant that the primary components of the 
college—students, faculty, and the ad-
ministrators—are able to make an optimum, 
input into the decision-making mechanisms 
of the college, notingTTiowever, that the 
decision-making role should be weighed 
toward the component having the greatest 
expertise but keeping in ™*TP̂ fh«» vital in-
terests of other parties effected by the 
TO 24th STREET 
BY Rob MuKIrad 
The Baruch College library, currently 
located on the second and third floors of the 
Main Building, will move to the 24th Street 
Building within the next few weeks, 
according to head librarian Prof. Harold 
Eiberson. 
The exact time hasnJt been, set yet but the 
event will occur upon the completion of 
minor-j^onstructiQn and the installation of 
"furnishings." These "f^Illlishings,' include 
desks, chairs , files, cabinets , card 
catalogues, and the shelves (stacks). The 
EIBERSON 
new stacks, which will not be bolted, down, 
are specially designed to carry heavy 
weights while wire supports will keep the 
books from leaning to either side. These 
stacks will be excessible to everybody, 
making it easier for'students to pick out the 
particular books they need. This open ac-
cess will apply—to practically all books, 
excluding periodicals "and a few special 
books. 
Under the current system, a student or 
faculty member hands a call slip to a library 
aide who then tracks down the book in the 
closed stacks. The stacks are kept closed 
because ofLthelack of-.space ancLfor the 
the public. 
Reserve Room Remains^^ 
Moving to 155 East 24th StreeTwill be the 
circulation, reference, and periodicals 
division. The two latter Sections will be 
located on the sixth floor while circulation, 
the largest of all the divisions, will have the 
seventh floor to itself. 
The only part of the current library to 
. remain in the Main Building is the reserve 
book room. This branch will be moved to 
room 209 which is currently the circulation 
room. The reserve, room wfll remain due to 
the fact that students need a quiet place to 
study. If a student has only several spare 
monents in which to catch up on some 
reading, it would not be worthwhile for him 
to go over to the 24th" Street Building. 
Teachers' assigned readings wfll be 
maintained, in the reserve room, arranged 
alphabeticaBy. In deciding which division to 
keep in the Main Building, Prof. Eiberson 
felt that>me reserve room is the most easily 
detached from the rest of the library. The 
areas being vacated will be remodeled into 
classrooms. -•"'.-
rearrete and I.D. Cards 
When totally completed, the new library 
will feature an express elevator to the sixth 
and seventh floors, air conditioning, a 
capacity x>f 200,000 volumes, (as compared to 
the present 110,000), and general reading 
tables for those who, do: not like to sit by 
themselves as well as study^carrels (private 
"booths") for those who do like.to be alone. 
Also new in the athenaeum will be a. novel 
typeof microfilm machine which will slowly 
replaceHhe-Older models- The microtext 
? machines will be situated on the sixth floor-
Also located mere will be the library per-
sonnel. - • * , . * . - ' " 
Barucb is in the process of. obtaining 
plastic picture I.D. cards. T b * e cards will 
serve identification purposes as weUas for 
library cardsT'A <&** transfer ntScbine, 
sujen as those used for credit cards, will be 
—«sed to charge out books. The I.D. cards will 
most likely be used in the spring term. 
Meanwhile, the pink bursar's receipts will 
be retained for the above purppses. Prof. 
Eiberson urges students not to discard their 
bursar's receipts. In order to make it.easier 
to holdjfo to these oversized receipts „ he 
.orderejrsmail plastic containers into which 
the^ptok slips can be folded. These cases, 
which should be available in a few days, will 
be free to all students. 
Two Classification Systems 
Prof. Heo-Peh Lee, head of the circulation 
division, stressed that anytime students 
v MOVING 
have any problems, such as finding a par-
ticular book, they should .not hesitate to-
come in to his office and ask him. He said 
that once the books are on open shelves, 
students will have to adjust to both the 
Dewey I>ecimal System and the Library of 
Congress System of locating books. 
With the book budget increased by~50 
percent since Baruch became an in-
dependent college, Prof^Efberson intends to 
make many new acquisitions, especially for 
the Liberal Arts School whose collection is 
still growing. ."* 
TmaHy, Profr Eiberson talked about b i s 
small but competent staff^-both ad-
ministrative and student aides- "The value 
of a library depends on the quality of people 
who staff it, "".-.A good library can be ruined 
by a mediocre staff and a bad library can be 
made useful by a competent staff," 
WINGFIELD 
decision. r . 
President Wingiieid feels that in certain 
administrative matters administrative 
officers are best prepared to render 
decisions. In academic matters, the faculty 
is assumed t̂o have pre-eminent expertise. 
Beeigions^effectihg: student life, activities 
and facilities, the president believes, is the 
responsibility of the students. 
Though there are certain areas where 
there is no clear hierarchy of expertise, such 
as faculty performance, where the student 
can best judge an instructors performance 
in class, the final decision to keep or relieve 
a faculty member lies with the president. 
Said the president, "The B.H.E. requires 
that the final responsibility for assessing the 
level of performance of a faculty member 
belong to the president." 
"One of the most important by-products of 
shared governance/' claimed President 
Wingfield, "i that the ' decision-making 
process becomes more visible and that 
decisions which might otherwise be made in 
the dark of night by an administrator or 
faculty committee are flushed into 1toe tight 
of day where all members of the community 
have equal access to the data .considered 
and leading to the decision/' However, he 
further stated, "Governance cannotreplace r 
administration." 
President Wingfield's plan for governance 
calls for a consistency, with the. respon-
sibilities of the faculty- and administration^ 
while providing a high level of real par-
ticipation for the students. ^ 1 ~ • * ' 
Whatever the plan, however, it wfll have 
to be one on which there is some agreement 
ince it must pass referendum in both the 
faculty and student body. 
-~^.s 
* • * 
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•art of the sessioo wa^beNjevoted to piano 
instroctaiKi. Wbetber you play by ear, have 
B$&Sr. studied, have indeed studied, or have 
always wanted to, there is room for you in 
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those interested come to the North Lounge 
Thursday Oct. 2at 10-11 or 2-4. - ; * 
So let's do it. ; > •"'*.'." > 
6. In deciding between two students, the 
student in most need financially should be 
given the Award. 
^ATTENTION, Now tiiat the new Fall term is here, the treat 
club is getting^back into^He swing of things. 
Come meet us,and Treat u s l ; -
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OUTHOUSE 
~&n outdoor - camping cfiib will have a 
^-nieettig^t-lif^-te'-YOomr--^]: in the Main 
Building, on Thursday. We are planning a 
camping trip to walk Slide Mountain, the Society* presents alecture^oj^the 
~ ttsMlts. It^is an of TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION, 
s. We will;" taughfcfby Maharishi MJ 
t2 Noon 
psychology society " 
the Psychology Society, in cooperation 
with the Students International Meditation 
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*Tfc€re are no heroes, no vjSla6fs,no 
good guys, no bad guys. The world is 
more complicated than that." 
%-Jules Feiffer 
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SCK0R0H0D 
The Baruch College "Coal i t ion" , a 
recently formed ad-hoc student political 
organization, has as an active member 
Merrill Tribble, the Assistant Coordinator of 
Student Activities (Day Session). Tribble 
has been observed recruiting members for 
the Coalition, and he has allowed them to 
use his office as a headquarters. 
At a meeting of the Coalition last week, 
Tribble was one of the principal spokesmen. 
Some of what he said was quite disturbing, 
w instance, someone raised the question : 
- "If Coalition members gained control of 
student government, would they give the 
bulk of pbe fees money to those clubs that 
were members of the Coalition?" The an-
swer given by Tribble was "Yes !" He said 
that it was only fair. Amid shouts of protest 
from non-Coalition members present, Mr 4 } 
Tribble attempted. fo clarify th situation by 
using this analogy r "If I ( tribble) was 
running for a political office, and one person 
gave $10,000 to my campaign, and another 
gave $8,000, and I won the election and had a 
job available in my office, who do you think I 
would give it to? To the person who gave me 
$10,000 of course!" (One student - present 
said that he wouldn't operate that way, and 
Tribble responded by calling1 him a fool). 
Phis type of reasoning one might expect . 
from a crookedpolitician, but to hear it from 
a col lege a d m i n i s t r a t o r r a i s e s g r a v e 
questions as to the man ' s ethics and fitness 
for office. 
Indeed, one wonders why an ad-
ministrator would participate in a student 
political organization. Merrill Tribble is hot 
merely advising.the group, would, not be 
proper either, but r a the r he has declared " 
himself a MEMBER of the coalition. 
- ' • . • • . . . , . . ^ . 
Obviously, Tr ibble ' s^ activities a r e â  
serious breach of professional conduct, and? 
a c lear violation of the separation of powers ' 
concept by which Baruch is governed. For 
this he should be severely reprimanded a n d 
ordered ^ to-^cease i m m e d i a t e l y his 
association with the coalition. 
However, several things-remain unclear. 
Why hasn't Tribble been ordered to stay out 
of"the Coalition? Both Ron Bruse and Dean 
Senour have been informed of the illegality 
of his activities bythis-lstudent and others, 
and yet nothing has been done. This lack of 
action raises the spectre of, perhaps, a<jr 
ministrative collusion in the whole matter? 
perhaps even an attempt to gain a foothold 
in- student government. Something is not 
right. 
Further, one wonders who paid for the 
Coalition's printing expenses. Since the 
d u b s have received no funds from studenT 
fees, did the members use personal 
resources, or did the money come from an 
"outside (inside)" source? 
It is eminently apparent that the Student 
Personnel Administration must take some 
action to answer the questions raised, and 
clarify the situation. I would like to, or 
rather I urge, that they take the following 
action: 
1. Officially r e p r i m a n d and discipl ine 
Merrill '. Tribble for his. .unprofessional 
conduct, and order him to cease his 
Coalition activities and to keep out of 
student political affairs. 
2. That an explanation he given to the 
student body outlining the reasons why the 
SPS Department took no action to stop. 
Tribble, even after receiving complaints 
rrom students. 
3. Tha t t he Coalit ion p roduce bills 
disclosing their source of money forjMinting 
expenses. " ^ 
,4. That the SPS admonistration publicly 
disavow any connection with the Coalition 
and keep out of-student polities. % ' / 
I think the adm i nistratioq owes this much 
to the student body, and also I think it 
essential that they clear up this miijrky 
situation. Remember, they a re here tO/Serve 
lis,, not to rule us. . o-
• * • * - ; ' ' - r ; " 
E>te&:be£o*e^ bec^m^ Stood deal of 
dissentdirected towards Wirigffeld. 
Students were unsure of the " T e x a n " from S.AA.U. They 
heard he would not allow students to -participate in coHege 
governance, that he expells students in large quantit ies, that 
he refuses to speak to students about their problems, and that 
he is extremely conservative. 
Last Thursday was the first opportunity students had to 
meet their pew President and observe him. Very few students 
took the opportunity 00 do so. There, is no longer reason for 
students to complain. 
s. 
^ 1,1 i ^ y i t M r i » • • - % < ^ % 
STATEMENT TO THE STJJDENT BODY 
We the members of P.R.I.D.E. and 
Koromantee take the following position: 
— We go along with the decision to 
suspend student government elections so 
that it could be a more represented election. 
— We feel that it is incorrect for one in-
dividual to hold more than one office in 
student* government. 
— That the current constitution needs to 
be maended so as to clearly define student 
government. 
As for the "Coalition" which was formed 
by various clubs at the expense of others for 
the purpose of new elections and a more 
represented student government .(???), we 
feel.that since the coalition neglected to 
invite our two organizations for the 
preliminary discussions which lead to their 
position, it would be impractical for us to 
join mem now. 
We urged all students to vote and to do so 
on the basis of quality and not popularity. 
Respectfully, 
P.R.I.D.E. and Koromantee 
Coalition Savior of Baruch? 
by Jesus Arzuaga 
On Wednesday October 13, I had the 
dubious pleasure of attending an open 
(eetingof""The Coalition." The Coalition is 
a so-called representative body activated to 
inject new input into StudentGoverniiient, 
and to arrange.for additionaTNime to be 
granted for ohe filing of petitions\for office. 
The original intent is one of the singularly 
most beautiful and idealistic motivation I 
have yet come across. However, în m y 
estimation the. original i n t ends - no longer 
operative and hidden motivations a r e now 
the spirit of the coalition. - | | | - ,_ 
Rationale: The coalition a s iTrs called is 
not only now going to screen candidates, .but 
is going to prepare a list of candidates- which 
in their estimation is both qualified and 
desirable. This takes it out of the realm'of a 
single nan partisan apolitical organization, 
and has in essence created what I deem a 
political monster. This monster seems 
determined to, in the words of one member, 
"Back them interoffice," (Them referring to 
the list of candidates). This alone has cast a 
doubt ' on the intention of the group- who 
v w ^ ^ ^ h e m s e i s ^ s i a i O i seemingly^ grugt % 
concerned with t i e .wel fa re nf TT i i W i i m 
total denial of tlreirown^ i n t e r e s t 
members . To me "this represents a clearly 
fallacious representation simply because I 
do not see a group which is clearly political 
in nature, having no vested interests. 
AX the meeting of the coalition many 
questions were raised two of which I found 
to be of supreme importance. Since this 
meeting was supposedly called for the 
purpose of inviting new members I feel that 
these questions were not only warranted but 
instrumental in achieving tins end. I t seems 
that the coalition spokesman one of which 
was a staff member on the payroll of the 
Student Center, were unwilling to cooperate 
in this effort. There was constant pressure 
to join the coalition and then ask questions 
which seems to me an ihane\way to gather 
support for any worthwhile venture. 
However, after constant questioning, the 
spokesman for the coalition decided to 
answer the question already presented. 
The question most raised were one (1) 
What is the aim of your organization and two 
(2) how is your organization covered, m 
answer to the first question many different 
ideas" were presented and to be honest I am 
not quite certain* of the intent. However, of 
this I am assured, the coalition will be 
abol ished immedia te ly following the 
election. The answer to t he second question 
brought on a good deal.of controversy. It 
seems that as_it then stood the governing 
board of the coalition consisted of C9> nine 
members ; seven of the original organizaers 
are automatically granted se*t% on the 
£Qvermng^boardr with, two s«atsi$*»e»*£ to 
organization. ' ... r «̂ 
It seems to me that the coalition is. now 
attempting to influence the student body's 
decison and their choice of elected officials: 
This has resulted in a division of some of 
3aruch 's more illustrious students. Since we 
already have so many obstacles to over-
come I doubt if we can stand the addition of 
a separate faction within a populous which 
must be united to be effective. 
JUST THOUGHTS 
BY: STEVEN HARWOOD 
Surviving in the New York subway system 
is a difficult task. Many people cannot face 
the struggle and will either move away from 
the city and its transit system or succumb 
from hear t failure brought about throtjgh; 
distress because of the system. However^ if 
one takes a numorous view of the subways, 
i t seems possible that one<:ould learn to live 
with the subways and perhaps, a small 
chance though, learn to love it. 
JVtany^ of the^students here are football 
enthusiasts. They may never have realized 
that football and fee F train are compatable. 
Since-there is not much time available, an. 
excellent practice session can be jprovided 
between Queens Plaza and 23rd Sf. Picture 
this: the train is jammed, everyone is 
grumpy. And you are dying for some 
exercise. So, you go from one end of the 
train to the other cutting"in and out, dodging 
tacklers, and little old women (they-are the 
worst) along the way. After weeks of sliding 
off and through obstacles, you may be ready 
for m e Je ts , would you believe the Cowboys? 
This exercise is especially enjoyable when 
done with a few friends. They "can lead your 
blocking and bump off tacklers, a s well a s 
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abosrb pocketbooks^ umbrellas, and dirty 
looks that are really intended for you. If you 
have practiced well enough and long 
enough, this is the big play to try: stand on 
one side of a crowded Lexington Avenue 
train, preferably during rush hours. Then as 
the doors are closing, put your head down 
and try to gain those big yards . If you.make 
it, you can feel the pride tha t comes when 
you accomplish a great task such as this. If 
you do not make it, write to the Transit 
Authority>_Lost and Found Division, for the 
leg you caught in the door. 
The student interested in improving his 
vocabulary will be amazed a t what he can 
After reading last week's edition of Ticker 
I noticed that in a news article on the first 
page I am quoted as saying "I am the 
chairman; I am hereby postponing the 
elections . Many students have asked me 
"Where the hell-do I have the audacity to act 
I n this manner ." I hope this brief ex-
planation shall express what has happened 
to the elections and to "clear the a i r ." 
After meeting with tfie election committee 
many, many times, we had heard numerous 
complaints regarding thedect ions . Various 
students had said that lEe^ l eec t i bns . 
Various students had said that the elections 
were scarcely announced, too little t ime was 
available to submit declarations of can-
didacy, and too many people were running 
unopposed. 
. The election committee in all fairness to 
the student body, decided to postpone 
elections so many other students could run 
for office. The decision was made by the 
committee add I being the chairman of the 
said election committee introduced myself 
to students and announced our decision. I 
said "I am the chairman; I am hereby 
postponing the elections. This was not my 
decision but the decision was reached by the 
committee as a whole. 1 then explained why 
we had-reached this decision... s _r 
il actea as the election committee's 
spokesman, to cancel the elections to make 
them fairer for everyone... Once again 
please understand this was the entire 
election committee's decision and not mine 
alone. 
Barry Hoffman 
As a responsible member of the Baruch 
College Community I am questioning the 
motives for the formation of a group called 
the Coalition. 
They have insisted that their objectives 
are to 'ostpone elections, to vote " n o " for all 
unopposed candidates, and to get a new 
"fairer" election. 
My biggest question is about the mentality 
of the group. If they a re so interested in 
getting the best people available, why didn't 
they interview or at the very„least talk to 
unopposed candidates? To simply vote "no" 
without any knowledge of a .person's 
Lcations-is^a totally irresponsible act. 
x lermore^ Fm questioning whether or 
not members of the Coalition can read. They 
claim that adequate notification of elections 
was nearer given, yet elections were well 
publicized in Ticker;.-They are demanding 
money for their clubs, yet Article JS of our 
Constitution clearly says this is not possible 
have ^encouraged" clubs to join them by 
promising to look favorably upon their 
budgets and sternly upon the budgets of the 
clubs that don't join. They claim they have a 
concern for the coHege community yet they 
have illegally plastered the waHs with 
nonsense posters.' 
The reality of the situation is that the 
Coalition is a group of selfish individuals, 
who do_ not believe that their clubs a re 
worthy of a fair allocation of money from 
the student council and must therefore 
"plant" people on council. 
I find it sad that the above actions have 
m place and even more sad that a letter 
must b e written to warn my fellow 
students of this group's, intentions. I fully 
realize'that if the Coalition has any power I 
will be defeated as a candidate for the office 
of Coordinator of External Affairs, due to 
4his let ter; "tout-1 love Baruch and believe 
learn in the subway. The best-time to listen 
for new words is on a l lo t day in adelayeoT -
crowded train.,When the doors open and 421 
'eople get in while three people and a Trench 
poodle leave, the words that can be heard 
are shocking. I t is adviseable on-these days 
to bring a dictionary to look up the words 
quickly,. Another excellent way to pick up 
words is to follow some nut who thinks he i s 
O. J. Simpson, while h e r u n s through the 
crowded train. Believe me, there a re m 
who actually do this. Do not ask m e where 
they get.such wicked ideas. 
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SACCO AND VANZETTI <A U.M.C. Pic-
tures Released Produced by George Papi 
and Harry Colombo. Etfrected by Giuliano 
Montaldo. Screenplay by Fabrizio Onofri 
a n d Giuliano Montaldo. Director of 
photography, Silvano Ippolito. Starring: 
Gian; Maria - Volonte, Riccardo- CuccioBa> 
Cyril Cus ack, Milo O'Shea, Geoffrey Keene* 
and William Prince.: 
On July 14, 1921 Nicola Sacco and Bar-
tolomeo Vanzetti*^ botb_ immigrants and 
confirmed anarchists, - were convicted of 
murder and robbery. For seven years ap-
peals were made to reopen their case. Their 
lawyer, Fred Moore, who was able to show 
blatant racism, overt perjury by witnesses-
and questionable impartiality of jurors was 
denied every request by presiding Judge 
Thayer, the governor and the president. In 
spite of mass rallies.in their support, both in 
America and^Europe, Sacco and Vanzetti 
were executed on August 23^1927. 
The Italian film that has been made of 
their trial, which is ndw on first-run at the 
Baronet Theatre, suffers from a bad 
screenplay handled, technically well. The 
innocence of Sacco and Vanzetti may be a 
moot point to some, but the film leaves no 
doubt as to where the sentiments of its 
makers are . For by presenting Prosecuting 
Attorney Katzmann as a self-righteous man 
whose racist attitudes (although he-was an 
immigrant himself)'. a re insidiously con-~ 
veyed to the court and Judge Thayer as a 
biased and snarling animaL__jwe are in-
st inct ively aga ins t them as~ imsavory 
characters? If you add to this perpetual 
shots of Sacco and Vanzetti in hang-dog 
attitude looking up with "angelic coun-
tenances and an occasional accusatory eye, 
there is no. doubt as to their innocence. 
There is also no room for doubt as the in-
vectives come so fast and furiously we have 
no time for it. Consequently a major fault of 
this filni is its attitudes: unless you a r e 
familiar with the case (and many people a r e 
hot) and have a predetermined view point-, 
you a r e literally given no time to doubt, or 
indeed, even think about it. 
Although the photography and direction 
are involving and brisk, the screenplay is 
sometime tedious. The film is dubbed into 
English and the voices sound as if they were 
recorded for a radio audience. They a r e too 
loud with no modulation; they a re 
monotonous and appear to have been 
phonetically read. It is, therefore, difficult 
to judge the acting in spite of the fact that 
Riccardo Cucciolla won a 'best acting 
award' for his performance as Signore 
Sacco. \ 
Generally speaking^he film suffers from 
excesses. It is-'too Jong* too frenetic and too 
one sided in presentation. Joan Baez's songs 
which. she y also," wrote with Signore 
Morricqhe a re beautiful, though. 
TRUNK WNE TO AFRICA: MONTY G& 
RUBIN^ AND " T H E AFRICAK 
ELEPHANT.** 
Within the next month National General 
Pictures will release Cinema Center Films 
" " T h e African E l e p h a n t " . Thei r las t 
documentary was "Blue Water White 
Death", and since I've seen both I can tell 
you that "The African Elephant" is 
something to look forward to seeing. 
Monty C. Rubin is the co-producer of the 
film which was photographed by Simon 
Trevor. Mr. Rubin was born in 1924 in 
Nairobi and also received his education 
there. At the age of 18>he joined the King's 
-African Rifles and remained with them for 
five years. In 1947 he entered The University 
of London where he earned a special egree 
in Zoology. 
Talking with Mr. Rubin is almost like 
getting a glimpse of Africa itself because he 
conveyed the adventure and excitement and 
beauty that is Africa's alone. During the 
filming of "The African Elephant", for 
example, he kept a diary replete^with 
photographs of the entire adventure. 
Rubin has always wanted to study the 
behavior of the African elephant, but he was 
prevented from doing this for a long time 
because of the political situation. During the 
filming of "Cowboy in Africa" in 1967 Ruben 
met Simon Trevor and the idea for their film 
was born. 
The film which runs 92 minutes took 13 
months to shoot. Capturing the elephant and 
a mvriad of other animals on film not dnly 
required treking across the entire continent, 
but infinite patience as well. None of the 
animals photographed was trained t© do 
what was recorded. 'Both men, knowing a 
good deal about animal behavior, simply 
waited for the specific animal to 'do its 
thing.' For example, there has been a theory 
that elephants carry off the remnant bones 
of their dead, but no one has ever proved it. 
, Trevor, for the first t ime, has it captured on 
film. This and a phantasmagoria of 
magnificient animals make up "The African 
Elephant". 
The African species of elephant is the 
largest land mammal in the world. At birth 
(the gestation period is also a world's 
record: 22 months) it only weighs 125 pounds 
and is about 2MJ feet long,~but at maturity it 
can grow to a height of eleven feet. Its trunk 
can weigh as much a s 230 pounds and its 
tusks may achieve a combined weight of 320 
pounds. The elephant society- is always 
matriarchal. Males leave the herd at about 
15 years of age so that it is composed 
primarily of cows and calves. 
The African elephant is a fascinating 
animal, but it is by no means the only one •: 
shown in the film. It is the cumulative effect 
of all of the animals and the direction that 
the film takes that m a k e s it so fascinating. 
Mr. Rubin and Mr. Trevor ^deserve our 
congratulat ions. Look forward to the 
•opening of mis beautiful and informative 
film. • 
<3 
Korbrnantee's SICKLE CELL AIMaVI|A DRIVE 
— first meeting Friday, Oct. 22/ 
b at 12 Noon, in 3 t 5 Park Ave. Sa 
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Room: 4 NORTH FRESHMEN MUST ATTEND 
FOR fHEIR OWN POLITICAL LIVES 
IF you?ve got the guts to come, we^ve got 




IS YOUR BUSINESS 
In rlh control 
We believe your private life should be your own. And when it 
comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drug-
store isn't exactly private. So we've made it possible for you to 
get nonprescription contraceptives through the rnaiL 
w * .specialize in men's contraceptives and we offer two of the most 
T?l*32f £??? available any where—Fetherlite and NuForm condoms 
. y *£ *?e^ter than anything you can get jn a drugstore. Imported 
££?• B r x ^ a m - they're lighter, thinner, more exciting to use; and-
precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them -as-r«-
7?JH , * s »?y^«affln anywhere. Made J>y LRI. world's largest manu-
facturer of men s contraceptives. Fetherlite (the best) and NuForm 
to R?S&;Cr£50r,n ** e x5£5m* USFDA specifications; but awTmade 
them?^^ r n m e X 1 St*1"**™* 3704 as well. We think youll like 
NttfS™ *2^?rt£? • *»»chure tells you all about Fetherlite a»d 
Si^Sb -tSljSf^L9*^ o t h e r American brands which we have 
\,z>r£Z O^^LJSy* nonprescription foam for women and a wide 
and Sotogy^*** M d p w p h l e t s °" b £ r t h «*mral. s e x f ^ p i a U o Z 
^^jWazit^,mor*'information? It's free. Just send us your name *nr» 
*££*?- * e t , e l s « 1 1 - f o r one dollar we'll senTyou ail the^Sorma? 
you u get the brochure plus three each of fiv#» tnrr~r**n+ *j££*TZZ-
d £ f * ffig£52^ ^ t h / p o r t e T %
e S ^ t o « S t n i S £ 
2?f?,~5.i5i!>ped m a p l a m cover to protectyour privacy and w* 
g*^antee?your money bade if you're A ^ satisfied with ouf product 
POPULATION rtANNINC ASSOC. 
B«x_JS5«-S. Chapel Hill, Jf- C. 27514 •208 
Gentlemen: Please send me 
list at no oh,lig»tir>r> 
sampler package for $4. 
: — Your free brochure and. price 
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BY ROBERT WOLF 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY 
A BRITISH WRITER has calculated there 
were more murders in New York City last 
year than in 10 countries — not cities — 
combined: Br i t a in , I r e l and , Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Luxembourg, 
Switzerland and Spain. In the last two years 
of the law-and-order Nixon regime, there 
was a 25 percent increase in the U.S. in 
repor ted major c r i m e s . But ' At to rney 
General Mitchell told a national conference 
of police recentlvjfefi^t unde Nixon "a nation 
suddenly fouhd^mat it had leadership in the 
war on cr ime." He didn't say~ In which 
direction. 
AFTER AN ABORTED motion by civil 
rights lawyers to hold Alabama Governor 
George Wallace in contempt of court for 
interfering with busing of racially-mixed 
students, Wallace was asked for comment. 
Between quotes f rom S u p r e m e Court 
Justice Burger to justify his stand, Wallace 
declared, "I have nothing but utter con-
tempt for the courts of this land." A letter 
wr i ter adv i sed Wallace through the 
columuns of a newspaper, "Love it or leave 
it." 
E.R. LENDL.ER and some of his former 
small press associates were perturbed that 
sales of Angela Davis posters aren't 
benefitting her aid fund, and that a national 
head-shop franchise is about to be the next 
big business (t)rip. They formed something 
called Branford Syndicate through which 
they hope to market Movement items—tee 
shirts, postersvbooks, etc.—by national mail 
order, to ' ' recycle" the money back into the 
Movement. They plan to spend 25 percent of 
the p roceeds on a d v e r t i s e m e n t m 
Underground Press Service papers (only), 
25 percent for their own expenses, and 
return something like 50 or 60 percent back 
to the Movement supplier. One of their first 
distribution accounts so far has been 
Chairman Abbie's (Steal this) book. More 
details from Box 2131, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202. 
WHEN RIGHT-wing radio preacher Carl 
Mclhtire wanted to stage a ping-pong match 
with Taiwanese players in front of the White 
House to protest Nixon's China visit, of-
ficials of the District Parks Department 
objected. They contended some players 
might spring over the fence via the table and 
travel the length of the White House, lawn 
directly to" the people's president. To get 
permission for the match, Mclntire had" iff 
-figree the table would have no legs, and 
Would be kept moving the length of~-the 
sidewalk while the players tried their best to 
keep up with the g a m e . / 
IT WAS ONLY a little more than a ^ e a r ago 
that Tom Forcadg^ the^au l Revere*of-tfie 
underground pf^ssTTlirew a cream pie into 
the face of one of the members of the U.S. 
Commission on Obscenity and Por-
nography. Yet/b5
rsT^vote of 3-2, Forcade has 
beer. " g ran ted a d m i t t a n c e tc the 
Congressional press corps. 
THE NATURAL-HEALTH magazine of the 
late J.I. Rodale, Prevention, has reported 
evidence that use of the Pill depletes 
vitamin B6, in the body. B6 is needed in order 
to utilize the protein which maintains 
regeneration of cells. Some symptoms of-B6 
deficiency a re nervous irritability, skin o r 
hair problems . and /"weight loss. The. 
magazine recommends that Pill users in-
crease their intake of egg yolk, wheat germ, 
liver and yeast. 
THERE'S A NEW BOOK about veneral 
disease, Microbes and Morals, which names 
historical figures believed to have had VD: 
Christopher Columbus, Mussolini, Hitler, 
and Popes Sixtus IV, Alexander VI, Julius II 
and t e o X. , . 
IK A B©OK BEVJEW aJsqm SefepOral^g^ 
Don Kaplan wrote, "The'trije mdasuress-of 
the false prophet are an unrelenting cer-
tainty and a staggewng income." 
THE NEW YORK' F.-.M industry- u 
seeking an increase in salaries and' fringe 
benefits. The members ' current wages 
range from $42-$71 a day; fringe benefits are 
$3 a day for pension, $2 a day for vacations 






Everv dav 26.000 tons of coal a re burned at 
the immense Four Corners power plant in 
N M.. soewing forth 35C tons of fly ash, 32G 
tons of "sulfur oxide, 300 ions of nitrogen 
oxides, and 18 pounds of mercury into the 
once-clean air of the Southwest. More smog 
is released than in Los ANngeles and New 
York combined. 
New Mexico's^ Black Mesa, a mountain 
scared to the Navajo, is being strip-mined 
for bituminous coal to fuel the turbines of 
f^our Corners, and supply eTectrrcity Lo L<is> 
Vegas and Los Angeles. 
Black Mesa will supply six more plants in 
the nearby area, so the planners say. More 
such-strip-mining and giganticr smogging 
operations a re planned throughout the 
Rocky Mountains. 
Insane! But what can we do? We dig elec-
tricity: light, refrigerators, stereos, etc. 
Aden and Marjorie Meinel at the University 
TICKER 
^ 
of Arizona may have one answer: sun 
power. In the deserts of the Southwest about 
6.5 kilowatt hours of power faE on every 
souare meter every day. Most of it comes in 
the form of visible light but gets reflected 
back into space as radiant heat, i.e. infra-
red light. 
The Meinels say 30 percent of this energy 
Van be changed into electricity by trapping' 
the light with thin metallic oxide films on 
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WHO WILL SPEAK O N 
The Future of Baruch" 
^ ^ * * 
Thursday, October 21 
in 4 Sou 
M interested mi involved Baruchians should attend 
Sive a damn about your school! 
Format: Questions & Answers 
Refreshments wHI be served afterwards 
-visible light in but -keep-the^ infra-redJjgjlL 
from getting out. The heat is carried off Bŷ  
liquid sodium and stored in a molten salt, 
reservoir. The molten salt stays at 1,000 
degrees F.—hot enough to- run a steam 
turbine 24 hours a day. No fuel is burned—on 
earth, that is. The sun radiates its energy by-
hydrogen fusion, and astronomers say that 
it has about five hillion years of hydrogen-
left. 
i Why hasn't this been done before? Thin 
films of metallic-oxides have been 'put on 
cameraJjerases for thirty years. But it takes 
a sqare mile of thin film to collect enough 
energy to run a 100,000 kilowatt generator. 
Nobody had made equipment to deposit thin 
films over large areas ; high vacuums and 
large amounts of energy are needed. Large 
sheets of plate glass for office buildings are 
now coated with thin films of metal oxides, 
so it can be done. 
There are problemsT of course. To make' 
electricity as cheaply as the fossil fuel 
competition would take a thin-film collec-
ting surface two miles wide by three miles 
long. Maybe a six-square-mile electric plant 
in the desert OK. Or maybe the collectors 
could be put atop an exotic dessert city; the 
one million kilowatts produced by such a 
plant is more electricity than the city would 
n«*«>H, atrd fne rest rotilri he sffnt off to neigh-
"boring, more ordinary cities. On the other 
hand, why should fossil fuel plants be 
considered competition at .all—especially 
when they use coal ripped off from the 
Navajo?-These a re political and economic 
ma t t e r s : thepric£ of electricity delivered to 
people depends oji the profit structure of the 
-electric mdustr#,^so at^ least-part-of—the 
solution to our energy needs lies in changing: 
the industry's structure. 
The Meinel method of producing electricity 
produces waste heat. Some people think of 
this as thermal pollution, which it would be 
if we just threw the heat away. The Meinels 
suggest using the waste to run some in-
dustrial process or desalinate sea water. 
Imagine a desert city near the ocean 
making its own electricity and desalinating 
its own water, with some of each left over. 
All with «un power. Could be great for 
Mexico, North Africa, the Middle East, and 
Australia, as well as the Southwest. 
Peter Glaser of Arthur D. Little Inc;, the 
management consulting flrm^-proposes to 
build a solar collecting panel five miles 
square in orbit above' the equator w h e r e ^ 
would be continually bathed in 
.-; • r**ft-.. 
• • . . * • - ! " • " fmjl 
solar cells would convert IS 
light hitting it directly into 
fifteen million k i lowat t s } 
changed into microwaves aric£ 






earth, would be picked up; jcome rain o¥ 
shine, by a six-mile-square- antsnna a n * 
H i n g e d back into ten milCon kilowatts o£ 
^m 
ele<»traHy--enou#i for present day New 
York Cityl' Glaser claims the microwaves 
wouldn't be harmful as ' they would have the 
same intensity; as sunlight: 
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Grin a n d Dear i t : T n a t sr.cu-O oe ';r.e 
s .cgar. of t he B a r u c h High School . Thau 's a. . 
the new p re s iden t need h a v e said in his 
l e t t e r exp la in ing w h y B a r r e n would o n c e 
a g a i n fail to b e c o m e a c c e g e r a t n e r t h a n a 
m a k e up t h e m a s s of w h a t is s u p p o s e c to oe 
the Baruch- College C o m m u n i t y . The r e s t 
e i t h e r haven" : d i s cove red the g i g a n t i c f a r c e 
t h a t is B a r u c h or a r e busy r u n n i n g from t h e 
t r u t h which s t a r e s them, in t h e face e v e r y 
t i m e they c r o s s Lex ing ton A v e n u e a f t e r a 
s u b w a y r ide which is s t e a d i l y s h o r t e n i n g 
the i r l ives . And w h a t of t h a t m i n o r i t y who 
know, who rea l ly know, t h a t t h i s ins t i tu t ion • 
_.-.CS£ "no can i s : 
don": 
So - sit in my c l a s s r o o m s , p u t t i n g in t i m e 
: o : fr iend Vfarketim 
D e p a r t m e n t h a s d e s c r i b e d a s a union c a r e , . 
a key to life. But I a l so th ink a b o u t the cost to 
m e a n d e v e r y o n e e l s e in the B a r u c h High 
School of th is free e d u c a t i o n ! It i sn ' t f r e e ; 
thaLsLusLa.coll .osaI lie to k e e p the s t u d e n t s 
n i ac in . You pay and p a y d e a r l y 'Dy g iv i rg^up 
four and poss ib ly five y e a r s of your IifeLNc 
tha t ' a t a g e twenty- two you c a n s t a r t l iv ing 
b e a r i t , - i t ' s only t i m e 
Ise would you be doing?. P l a y i n g 
a r o u n d in t he m i l i t a r y which for al l i n t e n t s 
a n d our r j sses has d e g e n e r a t e d into a r a b -
> C ? : - "5.-.-'- -5—-1 p n 
C . . U * V _ _ C _ 
to m e n t i o n m e n ign t s ouc 
o_e.' 
not 
~ „ - - - - - £ . / - ± 
lev— • TT •"- - a — n a., c a v . o r ; 
•ou co t n a t 
fill up the t i m e . B u t you could 
job which m o s t l ikely wou ld 
-— - w - o p - sen-
g i a n t d a y c a r e c e n t e r for w a s t e d , bo red 
inc red ib ly cynical a d o l e s c e n t s . But m y 
ad j ec t i ve s a r e w r o n g ; t h e y d e s c r i b e but. a~ 
s m a l l oor t ion of the so-ca l led s t u d e n t s who for s : 
YY ^ _ _ 
d ~ , a ^ . - - — — 
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to the c r i t i c i s m t h a t I ' m all d e s t r u c t i v e 
po lemic r a t h e r t h a n c o n s t r u c t i v e p o l e m i c 
which is w h a t you h e a r c o n s t a n t l y in B a r u c h 
is a e u p h e m i s m (for those of you who 
shou ldn ' t be a n y w h e r e n e a r a so-cal led 
ins t i tu t ion of h i g h e r l e a r n i n g , a codeword" 
m c s c u m m m c s u g g e s t i n g 
c lubs 
t h e s v s t e m to effect 
t h ings l ike g e t t i n g invo lved , jo inin; 
and work ing wi th : 
c h a n g e , 3 a b y ; But h e r e a r e m y s u g g e s t i o n s . 
F i r s t of a l l , you could d e c i d e in y o u r fresh -
, m a n y e a r tha t B a r u c h is . not t h e p l a c e to 
con t inue high school . But t h a t ' s really-
c h e a t i n g and lots of o t h e r k ids in o t h e r 
col leges c u m high s c hoo l s h a v e t a k e n t h a t 
r ou t e so the d e s i r e a b l e p l a c e s a r e be ing 
m o b b e d ' a s k X a t h v . 5 / l a r sha " a n d o r 
. y - c i t . (sic? 9 abou t . . - . c i 
in a :it of a n g e r "ust c u t loose wi th th i s o . a c e . 
^ £ S — — - ; id. O: '<=:- ~e;» .UCX" 
af te r y o u r r e l e a s e from. B a r u c h ) a s Glen h a s 
done then s e r v i n g t i m e in c l a s s r o o m s i sn ' t 
r e a l l y so bad . By t h e w a y , don ' t you h a t e m e 
m e n e t i o n i n g nam.es w h i c h i n d i c a t e s tha t I ' m 
>n t n e m s i c e som.e ' - • - ! -—.c f V c . : y o u ' r e n o t : 
f your l e a d e r s but 
. n yy..&[ _ n o p : 
fu ture c o l u m n . In a n y c a s e , t h e r e is C. - W C VS 
- 5 ' '•<* —-. ; —O . „v^ 
•ron 
I C . 
'• - > — . ^ - - C T ' out t ins 
l a s s e s but a t leas ' : k n o w i n g t ha t th is is all 
-xT.t on T h u r s d a y s and ar.v o t h e r dav 
you car. join m e in a bot t le of good s t r o n g 
wine t ha t d e s t r o y s y o u r b ra in a n d m a k e s 
vou nod out in c l a s s b u t w h i c h m a k e s the d a v 
' ~ — ~c--- £>~- c • „ ' ~ • : c _ v . . - . 
"c: 
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A T T I C A , X . Y . (LSX) - T h e y 
c o m p a r e d it t o V i e t n a m . A m e -
dic w h o served in Vietnam, s t o o d 
in his b l o o c - s t a i r . e d w h i t e c o a t , 
T T - C - ' - , 
n e r v o u s , v t w i s tv 
gauze p a c k a g e . r . e c£_ec 
" w a r z o n e . " A black w o m a n re-
p o r t e r c o m p a r e d it t o s h o o t i n g 
fish in- a b a r r e l . WiLiam K u n s t l e r 
c o m p a r e d it to X y Lai. 
T h u r s d a y . Sep t . 9, over half of 
At t i ca P r i s o n ' s 2.237 p r i s o n e r s 
r io ted a n d too k over four of the 
p r i s o n ' s f ive cell blocks. After 
five d a y s of negot ia t ions , ove r 
L33C s t a t e t r o o p e r s from 14 cu-
oun t i e s . N a t i o n a l Guardsm.en a n d 
sher i f f ' s d e p u t e i e s , - a r m e d with 
CS a n d p e p p e r gas, m a c h i n e 
guns . 12-gauge shotguns , s n i p e r s 
c o p e s . s u b m a c h i n e guns, a n d n e w 
AP.-15 A r m y rfifles ( c u r r e n t l y . 
ben ing u s e d in Vietnam.) , a t -
9:4S a.m. fy.onday. 
"hen t h e dense s m o k e 
c l e a r e d a n d t h e 
:on ' " was a l m o s t 
c o m p l e t e , 28 p r i sone r s a n d 9 
g u a r d s w e r e dead , o v e r 150 
p r i s o n e r s w e r e wounded " 
.eight w e r e m i s s i n g . T h e 
sa id t h a t m a n y of the w o — ^ ' c ^ 
w e r e eycpec.ee. to die. 
c e n t o: t ne p r i son popu la t ion is 
b l a c k o r P u e r t o Phcar. . „ I t . i s a 
m . a x m i m u m - s e c u r i t y p r i s o n . 
" ' I 've been in prison's all o v e r the 
s t a t e . T h e r e ' s n 
A t t i c a ; you h a v e t 
be l i eve i t , " s a i d 
p r i s o n e r w h o 
be fo re t h e r e b e l l i o n 
on 
got out t 
p l a c e l ike 
';o 
f o r m e r 
o w e e k s 
The g u a r d s 
oai< c .uos— 
T 1 C C O - C * 
h a v e three-foot long 
w h e i e n t h e y c a l l 
i c k s " — w i t h w h i c h t h e y o e a t 
p r i s o n e r s . D u r i n g t h e o c -
c u p a t i o n , s c r e a m s fro m b e a t i n g s 
could be h e a r d c o m n i n g from, t h e 
one u n l i b e r a t e d cel l 1 block fof t h e 
o r i son . T h e r e is no v e r b a l 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n a t A t t i c a — 
g u a r d s b a n g a cel l doer wi th t h e 
chub a n d t h e p r i s o n e r is e x p e c t e d 
to ge t u p a n d m o v e . "IVfen a r e 
t h r o w n i n t o s o l i t a r y c o n -
f i n e m e n t — c a l l e d ca l l ed t h e box— 
50. SO d a v s — w n a t e v e : 
^ e p 
a n 
fo 
v-v c. , 
^ _ « ^ Q -
rem.ak: •c*r~ t h e 
g; xister. t 
c 
c a r e is t e r r i b l e or non-
One i n m a t e d idn ' t h a v e 
tne p r a c t i c a . oem.ar.es. The 
d e m a n d s w e r e p r e sen t ed en P r d -
i d a y t o C o r r e c t i o n s C o m -
m i s s i o n e r Busse l l G. Oswald a n d 
to t h e p r e s s . The d e m a n d s in-
c luded c o m p l e t e a m n e s t y a r . c? 
f reedom from pTiyscical. m e n t a l 
a n d legal r e p r i s a l s , t r u e r e l ig ious 
f r eedom, and end to cer .sorshio of 
r e a d i n g m a t e r i a l s , a d e q u a t e 
food, w a t e r a n d s h e l t e r wt i thou t 
p u n i s h m e n t , t r a n s p o r t a t i o n out of 
c o n f i n e m e n t to a non im. -
pe r i a l i s t i c c u c u r i r y , the r i g h t to 
c o m m u n i c a t e c a r e a n d Spans i sh-
s p e a k i n g doc to r s , c o v e r a g e ~oy 
s ' : a :e m i n i m u m w a g e . a w s 
( c u r r e n t w a g e s ; 25c:a da;v(, 
L.D., a tall young black m a n 
with w i r e - r i m m e d g l a s s e s , r e a d a 
s t a t e m e n t f o l l o w i n g t h e 
d e m a n d s : " 7 / e a r e m e n . We a r e 
- i f -~ ^ 
be b e a t e n or d r i ven as such We 
'he consc ien t ious c a . . upon a.. 
c . 'exc. -C.L.. 
'her. he w e n t to the .c l in ic h e w a s , 
Did thev d i d n ' t h a v e t i m e to t r e a t 
c—^> 
edic 
w o r k s n o p s COU_G oe s een going ~s.-p 
'• - f l a m e s . 
:lly 46 h o s t a g e s w e r e 
ta.-ien; e i g h t w e r e r e l e a s e d within - t o -
f i rs t :ew n o r u r s o: t n e 
show good faith on 
mr-naLtes. A doctor 
o' '"'-'e -^os'-ages on 
A: ^ 
in ou t t i n^ an end to this sf i tuat ion 
t h a t t h r e a t e n s the life fof not only 
us bu t cf e a c h and e v e r y pe r son in 
the Uni ted S t a t e s a s we l l . " 
B r o t h e r H e r b , .a v e t e r a n of the 
T o m b s (X.Y. City fvlen's H o u s e of 
D e t e n t i o n ) r e b e l l i o n to ld t h e 
. t ing c o m m i t t e e that w n a : i e g o - c i 
r.e « V \ 5 7 0 ~ Q - | , o . i v S c - i 
s o u n d be fo re t he furv of thes^ 
: „ ^ o 3 m i l e s frc 
-^ _ - : ex.., u'he p r i son e m p . o y s DOO 
—2-r .a . i of Ar t i ca ' s wr -
o e r s ' i a n 
^'rs reb>^ '~~~ oe 
le i : . 9 when- £ 
P r i s o n — a n 
?ss w . 
: pa . . y us .-.ttica 
ipesing g r e y for-
g n tmes: 
:fter b r e a k f a s t to protest- ' 
h a t t h r e e o r i s c r . e r s hac 
o e a t e n a n c ::.- ^ 
^ O v> ::; w a . i s . j ^ v e r y p e r s o n 
is in sonoe way. re la ted . t o s m -
o m e o n e who w o r k s in t h e p r i son . 
The m.ayro r wcr.<s as a g u a r o . 
AIL t h e g u a r d s whe w o r k in 
wn in:c t ne oox on 
the o r e v i o u s c a y . Soon tne 
r ebeLi ion s o r e a d a s i n m a t e s r an 
P r i d a y — a t the invi ta t ion of t h e 
o r i s n o n e r s — a n d found tha t none 
h a d su f fe red in ju re ies a n y m o r e 
2 > c -v^— o a c — \_ i—o •;—^- -^- — S v . ^ . . 
r: u . i a m umn, a g u a r c , Vras 
r e l e a s e d af ter be ing se r ious ly 
in ju red or. T h u r s d a y . He e i ther 
w a s t h r o w n cut a window o r 
: . „ -J —» w . . e . . 
s •'•—•"< Q ' .' n e r r i s c r_ e r s 
dem.anded a nego t ia t ing com.-
m i t t e e t o ac t a s a m e d i a t i n g body 
be tween t h e m and the pr ison ff-
dozen m e n . i; 
; r : son . 
\\" i n u o w s . s w .̂ 
e c . v . . ; 
. r e s a n a 
A t t i c a c - C w ; hghfy-five pe r 
guards . The p r i son 
chaoe l ; t he schoo l , and s e v e r a l 
he c i e c . a t e r :n t ne ncsp i t a . . 
^T'r.e orhs.orers d r e w up five 
b a s i c d e m a n d s on one—s-heet of 
o a o e r . A second s h e e t con ta ined 
led X u n s t l e r ; 
. o r e s P a r t y : X i r i s i e r 
J a v b a r Kenva t t ; th: 
/ j . a r e n c e ^ones , p u o u s n e r o: tne 
' . A m s t e r d a m N e w s , a Harlem. 
n e w s p a p e r ; Re~p^ H e r m a n 
Badi l lc of Xew York Citv. a 
• ^ ~ ^ '• 
ca r . ; - A s s em. ot 
A r t h u r O. S v e , a b l ack who h a s 
beer, involved in pr i son r e f c r m 
for a long t i m e i T o m Soto of the 
P r i s o n e r Sol idar i ty o m m i t t e e ; 
Wi l l i am. G a i t e r , d i r e c t o r cf 
3LHLD. a 3uf fa lc an t i -pove r ty 
p r g o g r a m ; T o m W i c k e r , a 
columns': for Z"r.e New York 
Tim.es; Llel Hi v e r s of the F o r t u n e 
Socie ty , an o r g a r z i z a i i o r fof ex-
c o n s ; and a n u m b e r of o ther 
l eg i s l a to r s . The C o m m i t t e e w a s 
11 n a . . y x w n i : L . e c o o w n : o 
peop le . The p r i s o n e r s a l so 
reques ted^ tha t B lack P a n t h e r s 
Huey P>^\'ewtcr. a n d 3 o b b y Sea le 
a n d 
h o u r s cf Sunday m.ornning. 
While nego t ia t ions w e r e going 
on over the g rey wooden tab le 
c r . s ' r t " s'" in "~~̂  ,̂-̂ <o— y~ru 
( w h e r e e v e r y o n e — p r i s o n e r s a n d 
h o s t a g e s — s l e p t u n d e r i m -
p r o v i s e d t e n t s ) , s t a t e t r oope r s 
a n d o the r pol ice w e r e g a t h e r i n g 
s t rength, outs ide . S t a t e Pol ice 
Cap':. H e n r y 7 . Wi l l i ams h a d told 
his m e n : "If s c m e b o d v on the 
x 
W £ V LI S ^OT.ZIB. O S . 
: n a : s 
• -^.C" s tr ^ ^ : 
. _ . C L . S W i _ x.- i . 
. c- -CL. . : 
' - '< Q -
"C " " 
^£':u: 
n s : s t r a ; 
. : J \ ^ 
.J. S c . _ - c . „ - ' f , c t i . 
:u: w.swa.o r e r u s e c :c o r o m i s e no 
es^a. r c t r i s a . s esoecia-v.w af ter a 
or .-:.-_irg a g u a r o s is a m a n -
v>—•,— , J C . \ D-c.ee ^—;=- c- ysc_ 
- > w . ^ C -^ ' C ~ - ^1 " _ w - _ _ , ^ - . 
- - . w -s - _ 0 \ ^ . - C-_ b ^J— CT- .^ - sZ ; - rVC-C-
- ^ ^ •-_• c i -- -> ' - ^ Ca - - Ci -^ ^ i - M S O ' - i —' C" ̂ T 
m u r d e r , a s s a u l t , k i d n a p p i n g , 
de s t ruc t i on of p r o o e r t y to m o b 
ac t ion . 
P a r l y Sunday m o r n i n g Bobby 
Sea le a r r i v e d and w a s a l lowed in 
to ta lk to the . .p r i soner s (af ter a 
w a i t ) . He went out to m a k e a 
phone cal l to Cal i fornia to r e p o r t 
or. his f indings . When h e 
r e t u r n e d h e w a s r e fused a d -
TICKZuc 
' rr Q ~~̂  -\ "w o.- 3ui_< _ ^ , _> > 




didn't lenow anything ^aboat. 
Oswald's note that the prisoners 
were calmed down. A number of 
the committee members felt that 
Oswald timed the letter to vsa-
dermine and perhaps endanger 
ATTICA AFTER MATH; 
-"-*pj 
, : s m . 
- i ^ - . •..-.<.-.-* 
•v 
rsis 
meeting between the negotiatiiig ' 
committee, the prisoners and a 
number ok renprters from, 
newspapers and television. It 
'::^ik-^i^tes^le4oiermiee with the ~l 
hostages in order 4o prove that 
they were being well-treated and 
to^allow them to make appeals to 
.the pubfic. Five hostages caDed 
lor ĉ dainplete amnesty. One 
:goa^MikeSSn»i»»tfT'^We are' 
being treated fairly. We're 
sleepmg on mattresses and the 
mmaies1ar€:!^ 
I agree withfiiem lOOper cent:" 
At the same time the negotiating 
committee-issued an appeal to 
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller to come 
to consult with the negotiators as 
the prisoners bad asked: 
^TJie xdhtmittee of observers 
in Attica Prison is now convinced 
a massacre bf prisonersand 
may take place in this 
institution., For the sake of our 
a humanityv we call 
person- who hears 
words to implore the Governor, 
mis^stajfe^to jcome to Attica 
consult with the observer cdi 
inlt|Bei;^'^^ra/speod\'tUWi 
the committee. 
Richard Clark (caUed~Brbther 
Richard), one of the prisoners-
representatives, told. the ^com-
mittee as they left: "The next 
move is entirely up to' Oswald. 
Anything that results will be the 
result of the commissioner 
moving, not us;" Tom- Wk ker of 
The New York Times observed, 
"There i s absolute solidarity 
among the prisoners.''. -
Finally at 7:46 on Monday 
morning? five days after the 
takeover of the prison began, 
Oswald gave the prisoners an 
ultimatum—either they "accept 
me demands he acceded to and 
drop the other two, or there would 
be an invasion. An hour later the 
prisoners asked for more time. 
.They Voted not to give in. 
Finally, at 9:15, the helicopters 
began to\ circle, the prison in 
tighter andtitercircles. Kunstler 
and ClarenVe Jones arrived and 
•were harre<kfrom entering the. 
prison. At this point the Qther 
committee members who were in 
the prison were locked into an 
office. 
As the helicopter began cir-
A FORTRESS 
ONCE AGAIN ^ '«:' 
ATTICA, N.-Y. (LNS) — "P-l", 
"P-2*\ "P-3",. -said the tags 
which hung from the toes" of the . 
prisoners who were killed in the 
Attica Prison Rebellion or 
Massacre, as people are 
g to cafi it. Even with 
labels, they couldn't quite"" 
p tracks^olnow>many bodies 
ihey 1iad. On Thiirsaay, Sept. 16, 
three days after the attack on the 
liberated prison, prison officials 
announced there were 33 bodies; 
the next day they discovered they 
had counted several bodies twice 
aridnbw they claimed 30 prison 
deaths, so far. "P-l"* "P-2" and 
"P-3" just had to do for anxiously 
waiting: relatives- s ince they 
didn't get around to announcing 
names until Friday, 
Tuesday, Sept: i.4, the Monroe 
County^Medical-Examiner, Dr. 
John Edland announced that all 
claimed he never had told the 
reporters about slit throats or-
castrations. 
^ With that he refused to" answer 
any more embarrassing 
questions and left Ms press 
conference. Whatever the role of 
Oswald, who is certain to be a 
center of public attention now 
that the initial cover-up story has 
been exposed, it is clear -that 
quite a few people were happy to 
spread lies that would present the 
prisoners as barbarous and 
inhumane. Deputy Director of 
Corrections Walter Dunbar (an 
expert ' recruited from San 
Quentin, California), the newly 
freed hostages, spokesmen for 
Attica's Warden Mancusi, and 
members of joint police-troop 
assault team sold the same lurid 
tale to a press that sunk its teeth-
into the sensationalism with-glee. 
Dr. Edland sa id ' he rbad 
Perry said he had been informed 
by prison officials that Dr. Bissel] 
was not available, so Dr; Stern-
berg had been appointed acting 
coroner. Bissel said later that he 
had been ready and willing to do 
the job.. . 
William Quinn, the hostage who 
died on Saturday after being 
returned by the inmates for 
outside medical help, was thrown 
out of* a window by prisoners 
according to all the early reports. 
He died from a fractured skull. 
When the inmates were told 
about the accusation, they said, 
"If We could throw a man out a 
steel-barred window, we could 
escape the same way, couldn't 
w e ? " . '.'-••. " - . ' _ ^ 
A reporter from Harlem's 
Amsterdam News checked every\ 
window in cellblock D and found 
them all barred and about six 
inches, square. Another reporter 
talked, about getting a tour 
around cellblock C which was 
under the control of prison of-
ficials in - the middle of the 
rebellion: 
"Entering, we were struck by 
the .pathetic sight of shaving 
jnirrors popping instantly from 
the.; window j>f_§ach steel door; 
the windows are too small for the 
cell's occupants to see anywhere 
but straight ahead, and only the 
mirrors- can show the prisoners^, 










cling, prisoners -took their 
hostages into the* middle of the 
yard and held knives a t their 
uiroats. At 9:46 the helicopters 
started dropping the gas. It 
didn't take more than a few 
seconds for the 1300 sheriff's 
deputies, the national guard, 
state troopers and the prison 
guards to «tart shooting. They 
came weH equipped with guns 
an^"!-^B^"r;^/^«(i#^Hifl^;'-ribt; 
helmet^ and ga^~Biasks. : The 
inmates nacniana trade lanves— 
of the bodies he examined — 
prisoners and hostages — were 
killed by bullete : , 
Some were shot once; some as 
many as Five, tenv twelve times," 
be said, with*^two types, of 
-missiles, buckshot -and large 
caliber missiles." One wounded 
hostage recuperating at a nearby 
hospital was found to have 
particles of air; expanding 
"dumdum" bullet. (A dumduni is 
a_ soft-nosed bullet designed to 
yypand upon- impacs, anterfaag 
andsome captured tear gas guns. 
They had fffled trenches with 
burning gasoline* bad made 
homemade bombs and. booby 
traps which they hid / n* un= 
derground tunnels*. But the odds 
were obviously against them—28 
prisoners wcjre kfllcdVweU over 
150 wounded, many-of whom are 
expected t o ^ i S e - . ^ o o e ^ t the 
»mvaders were killed. ; 
with a small hole and leaving a 
large hole.) The wound left a hole 
~*where you could p u t y o u r t w o 
fits," said one source from the 
hospital. 
„" • The. reaction from prison of-
ficials who had gone' into gory 
detail about the' slit throats and 
the guard they claimed had been 
castrated w a s pare deniia. 
RusseU G. Oswald; the State 
Commissioner e4 Corrections 
. wlid signed the ultimatum which 
was sent into the prisoners to give 
u|> or' ̂ face the consequences, 
-•' received a telephone call from 
someone in Gov. Rockefeller's 
office, urging him to cancel the 
-press conference a t which his-
autopsy findings were being -
announced. He said that state" 
trooper observers watched as he " 
- performed the autopsies. 
"I'm my own man and I call 
things a s l see them. All I know is 
I have 27 bodies (the others died 
after he did the autopsies but they 
too were found to be killed by 
:. gunshots -~-edv)^ i n m y office,-
- which is more than I ever want to 
see again in one day.*' 
»-v ~: ̂ ^ v ^ ^ ^ r ? : *~*n**± •• v 
The bodies were first examined 
not by the coroner's physician in 
Attica, Dr. Merlin Bissel, as they 
were supposed to be:bnt by the.-. 
prison doctor^ "PauJ Sternberg? 
who was ^suddehly' appointed, 
acting— ce^dj^r^v.XPromin^mV 
among the inmates' demands, 
during the rebellion was the 
replacement of / Sternberg). 
CoroneT Paul Slusarzck of nearby 
fery few people in. the town of 
^Attica—Where everyone, has a 
wor^Xn 2je4ail T̂̂  wj&er^fi^fec^ 
bakery and hardware store owe 
their lives to the buying power of 
the giant grey fortress—would 
believe the truth of Edland's 
findings. No matter that he was 
surrounded by a circle of state 
troopers as he worked. 
A relative of Carl W. Valone, 
one of the hostages who was 
killed, was in a minority when he 
saidr "We feel Carl was not killed 
by the prisoners but by a bullet 
that had the name Rockefeller 
written on it." He did not want 
the reporter to mention his name 
since he holds a government job 
but he mentioned that his whole 
family feels the same way. 
While people like Rev. James 
P. Collinsr chaplain of Elmira 
prison, eulogized the dead 
guards, calling for the creation of. 
"a maximum security institution 
for about 150 hard-core, militant-
Marxist revolutionaries," doc-
tors were frantically trying to get 
m to see the injured' prisoners. 
Before dawn on Tuesday> 
morning,, doctors and nurses 
from the Medical Committee for 
Htmian Rights from hospitals all 
over New York City tried to get in 
to treat the injured iiimatesf 
They,, along with lawyers from 
Buffalo and New York City, were 
* refused ejajtry even; the next day 
when fltcy -returned -with—a? 
federal court order commanding 
-the prison officials to let them in. 
Teams of black doctors and 
nurses were also turned away. 
: Wednesday, Sept . . 15, 150 
-students at the State University 
of New York at Buffalo held a sit-; 
in in the office of the Dean, of the 
University of Buffalo Medicaif: 
School, Dr. Lerpy .Pesch.4 They 
presented him^with five demands 
including demands that the 
Medical School take . over full 
responsibility for the prisoners* 
health, that families of dying and 
%W?t 
•m^mm^:r: ^^^pB»wy-t^.-J*»wJW.U!J>pMt; J^sssc?? -T f t r^—- —7?*~r?^-?. <S*L3F- >->;;< jf, - * « i - . - • > ? 8 5 ^ ^ ^ - - - ^ ^ * 
<> 
"M'^V-ryi'i.-
mjured prisoners^ bet given fgll 
visitation righCs^andPthat there-
be public statements about^the^ 
health of each of the injured 
prisoners. Twelye hours later, at' 
1:15 a.m., 'la T^presentative fiom 
Dr. Pesch came out and said the 
demand had been accepted "to 
the extent they were possible." 
A team from the E.J. Meyer 
Mmeorial Hospital (the hospital 
associated with the University of 
Buffalo) went over "to examine 
the prisoners." They said that the 
inmates "had not been seriously 
injuredV' 
. Dr. Alyce GuUattee, who came 
up from Howard University 
Hospital in Washington with five 
other doctors, said she was told, 
by a number of doctors and 
nurses who- went far tbais the 
prisoners' chests were^ being 
examined through their cellbars. 
^*They are asked to cough, then 
stand back. And they're Tooked 
at. That-s-notah examination, it's 
an •:': inspection.'' Prison 
authorities refused to let her or 
the other doctors from Howard go 
.irii.- , ; r ^ '? '•-" J *•• •,.-. " - ' • ' - . _ 
Ablack registered nurse from: 
New York, George Nicholas, said 
he had been asked by the state to 
comeup. He showed an airplane 
ticket the state had paid for and 
•said he had been told, "We want 
blacks and Puerto Ricans up 
.here." The next day, he- was 
barred from te prison. 
Another black doctor, Lionel 
Sifontes, was at first barred from 
entering the prison until he told 
guards he was on the Meyer 
ospital team. After he came 
t, he announced that prisoners 
d him that many of them' had 
been clubbed. "I saw physical 
evidence of it, "^beadded. 
Finally * on Friday Sheldon 
Scnwartfe, a doctor wha went into" 
the prison with the team that got 
thru, told the press that between 
^300 iarid^ 350-' prisoners were 
wounded and not the 29 that the 
N.Y. State Correction Cornm 
"We.were 
that most 
bullet or pellet -wounds and 30 
were in critical, condition. 
"Ninety percent--of the torso 
wounds were back entry wound-
s,"' Sheldon reported 
tdidbyTnany 
of l i e prisoners were shot either 
fleeing the shooting, lying on the 
grbujod,k)r- trying t e shield 
themselves from the bullets.'** 
The orders given to the assault 
team were to shoot anyone who 
resisted and since inmates were 
told tp sit on the ground with their 
their 
* Cell Block Cs— « c a 
. guards earlyfin the^refiej^p^s^ 
.watched the shooting from^iheif 
cells. Two other doctors saidtbat 
fleeing inmates saw . ofl^er" 
prisoners shot in the back whale 
Tying prone to avoid gunfire. 
-Another prisoner was shot while 
cowering in a trench, they said. 
A. National Guardsman 
described: what happened while 
he was inside to a Federal Court 
hearing. J a m e s ; P . ; Watson 
distributed ammunition to his 
roup and noticed 
;p«sbner^;-s1ttce^?ra^^.c^^ 
raid. Three hundred to 350 had sioners who, were locked upfe m 
vulsion or ^hock. Occasionally, 
you could see a prisoner lift his 
head and try to cover his feet." 
/When they did that, guards 
would yell racist epithets at them 
and shout, "Keep your head down 
or we're going to bash it in." 
State troopers, ordered^ one in-
mate to get up. When the^prisoner 
said he could not, a doctor 
'looked at his back and then 
walked away." Then two 
troopers prodded him with, clubs 
and "I heard one trooper say, 
mni, so h e l l stand.' " 
me 
and 
., _^ ... - prsidiieri^ 
c^Gne sergeant toldme* 
you satw todajr you are not to 
repeat to anyone else. Youjjould 
be sued,' " related Watson. 
strung up.' 
Black and Puerto Rican < . 
negotiators, black reporters were7 o 
told that "you're nejrt'^ . 
Friday, Louis Lefkowitz, the 
NY, Attorney General: himself 
quashed the State_ judge's in-
junction against administrative 
amnesty which the prisoners 
succeeded ih getting two days 
into the rebellion. 
Even befope the injunction was 





Mancusi obviously^ agreed with 
Re\ 
"hard-core" should be isolated. 
Most people from around the 
area wouldn't agree with Wat-
son's perspective on the attack or 
with die w i e w s of Carl Vaione's 
family. 'IBulli" said a brother^in-
Iaw of Jdnn.G. Montelone, a slain 
hostage v to the idea that the" in-
vaders shot J^e hostages. He-quit 
his job at the prison as a guard 
right after the last hostage was 
freed. "I don't want to work there 
a s long as this state is run by the 
Oswalds, the Dtmbars and the 
niggers." s • ,'. 
Most people in the area would 
agree about c the * 'niggers • •. 
Blacks, sometimes relative of 
inmates, sometimes not, coming 
up to the prison bad guns pointed 
in their faces and found them-
selves turned back from the 
prison. When Bobby Seale 
arrived at the prison, one cop 
guarding the entrance to the 
prison was heard to nave said, 
"itsa goddamn shame that that 
black bastard is so close that I 
can almost touch him. I'd like to 
take this rifle -aad blow his 
goddamn brains out/' 
Whens Torn Wicker (who •*« 
originally from North: Carolina) 
came out to report to the other 
reporters what happened inside • 
he: was greeted with cries from 
police, guards*;: and . bostages 
relat ivest ^Nigger-lovef. You 
must live with niggers , 
Sonofabitch. What kind of white 
man .are you?. Standing on a 
platform... ..with 'v a ; nigge^ -«uid 
halpmg a nigget talk against 
your own. You.; dirty double-
crossing bastard. You ought to be 
But can you tifk about the 
"hard core" and *the ordinary 
prisoners who are'forced to go 
along" as Rev. Collins did? The 
thing that most of the people that 
went in BS_ part of the negotiating 
committee or as reporters 
remarked about was the "ah-
'. solute solidarity" among the 
prisoners. During one of the 
meetings bet ween the negotiating 
committee and the prisoners, a 
black inmate grabbed the 
microphone and shouted: "To the 
oppressed people all over the 
world—we got die solution. The 
solution is unity." -
"One inmate, Blease Mon-
tgomery, a sandy-haired white 
from Conway, S.C. said.' "Man, 
tBere's people in here we treated 
like dogs down home. . .bur I 
want everyone to know we gon' 
stick together, we gon' get what 
we want, or we gon' die together. 
I've learned so inuch that if I get 
out of mis I want>)plane ticket 
out tf/nft.(Wiikr*^\.;/-.^">'v;.-!:5 
Thoq^h *\trica Prison was 85 
pcrecut black and J 
the. People's Ceirtrai Coniniittee, 
whkhactedasa 
- bada npmiberdof 
of them was Sam 
- was" convicCedr dfr 
bombinT^.Y.C. andwho 
aeacL în jueu INOCK LF QUI mg 
invasion). Long 
rebeffion, Wacfe, Puerto; 
and wbMes had formed 
wh*cb!!3n^^ii»^a^ 
Panaiers and the 
for blacks, the 
Puerto Ricans 
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a Young Lord) . and 
Weamerman^for whites. 
According to Jose "GT* Paris, 
one of the Young Lords Party 
representa t ives —on— :—the-^ 
negotiating committee who had 
served time in Aattica, "If you're 
not popping your fingers and 
listening to music and reading 
"Slut—pornographic magazines 
in there, if you're not doing that, 
if you're sitting down writing or 
studying or talking to other in-
mates seriously about serious 
questions;—yotr get repressed. 
--' Because then they call you_ a 
potential trouble maker." 
The Young Lords of Attica 
Prison had presented a 24 page 
petit ion to Warden Vincent 
Mancusi in April with demands 
very similar to those of the 
rebellion—better medical care, 
food, end of censorship and 
poliiqfcfc repression, etc. The 
petitionwas adopted by all of the 
inmates and presented in a 
similar form as a manifesto to 
Oswald in late June and early 
July. He delayed and delayed in 
answering it, promising reforms 
and never coming through with 
them.. He^ thought, a s one Buffalo 
reporter" put it, that "short-
termers were more concerned 
about getting out than improving 
the prison and a short waiting 
period should be of. no- con-
sequence to the inmates serving 
long terms:"- . "̂  
/The manifesto ."didn't ask for 
anything that any human being 
shouldn't be entitled to ," said one 
inmate, Wayne Trimmer. The 
July manifesto asked that in-
mates, "get more than one 
shower a week, that our food be 
covered to keep the / l i e s off, that 
the bugs be washed off our lettuce 
and that, t;hey improve' the 
medical £re,atment,!' re lated 
Trimmer. One inmate who got 
out right-before the. rebeUlion, Al 
Cruz, said that he dreamed of 
showers. He worked in the metal 
shop where the thermometer 
climbed to 120 degrees. "You just 
can't make nice suds with the 
cold water in your cel l ." 
What the Puerto Rican petition 
said in April was: 
The concerns w e have 
enumerated here in are not mere . 
concoted complaints designed to 
instigate a prison rebellion, we do 
not feel that it is necessary to 
resort to violent and otherwise 
destructive means to gain an 
objective and worthwile program 
such as the one that we have 
outlined here. We believe that 
reason and sincerity will guide 
your approach in the con-
sideration of thisr petitioAT We 
must urge, however, that you be 
a w a r e that w e are ^egual ly 
determined—to—support—any 
hour lock-up for fear they would 
start a rebellion in response io 
the one in Attica. In the 
Baltimore City jail, 180 prisoners 
barricaded t h e m s e l v e s in a t . 
required action that we are so 
directed %o support for the pur-
pose of a c c o m p l i s h i n g the 
necessary goals in this petition. 
Our claims to these basic and 
well-defined human values which 
give meaning to human dignity 
are academic, we are not without 
^justification in our assertions 
that we have a right to demand 
change, especially if that change 
restores to us the human dignity 
that was stolen from us. . .long 
before our current problems with 
the law enforcement agencies of 
this country. We have suffered 
because of law rather than 
because we violated the law. 
From Oswald, there was no 
response to either this or to the 
manifesto in July. September 3, 
he sent a tape recording-^uxmnd 
to be played .in~8ie<cell blocks 
where he tried to placate the 
inmates—"I a m cer ta in you 
realize that change can't be 
accomplished overnight. . ." Six 
days later rebellion erupted. 
In the d a y s fol lowing the 
uprising at Attica, inmates in 
other prisons were put into 24 
• / -
breakfast in/The cafeteria. They 
hurled trays, broke windows and 
tried to take a guard hostage. One 
guard w a s injured and 11 inmates 
were taken to the hospital. 
In the Great Meadow 
Correctional Facility in Corn-
stock, New York, 75 inmates 
threw bottles and set small fires 
in their cel ls while guards were 
making . their rounds.^ The 
Warden blamed it on some "very-
smooth militants". Seventy-four 
prisoners from AHtica had been 
transferred there but he said they 
hads been separated from the 
other inmates and had not taken 
part in the disturbance. 
At Clinton Prison in Dan-
nemora, N .Y. , 250 pr isoners 
started in a group towards the 
. mess hall, leaving 15 inmates 
with black armbands stationed 
along the route. Guards captured 
them and brought them back to 
their cells. 
At Marion Federal Prison in 
Marion, ill. a convict was shot to 
death by guards as he and other 
inmates allegedly tried to ram a 
truck through double f ences 
surrounding the prison. 
For five days, Attica's doors^ 
were pried open enough so that 
some of the outside world found 
out a little what was happening 
Inside. Now they're closed again, 
even tigther than before. Many 
inmates have been dispersed to 
other prisons. People authorities 
have considered leaders /who 
. were quoted in newspapers or 
had their pictures taken) are 
^Hocked into the hole with no word 
out to e v e n other i n m a t e s . 
Whether they are wounded from 
bullets or beatings dr whatever, 
no one knows. Hospitalized in-
m a t e s , s o m e with internal 
bleeding or hemorrhaging are 
shackled so tight that it often 
stops circulation. When people 
from the black community tried 
to get in to see them, they were 
stopped at the door and were 
given the names of the inmates 
. and their condition in one word. 
The inmates can't even get out 
-word like the inmates in San 
* Quentin did by sending a note out 
with the two remaining Soledad 
Brothers since no one in Attica 
has a trial coming up. Attica is a 





THE ATTICA REBELLION FROM THE INSIDE OUT: 
AN INTERVIEW WITH WILLIAM KUNSTLER 
LIBERATION News_Service 
What follows is a short in-
terview, with William Kunstler 
'ranges over a wide variety 
relating t o the Attica 
;:ai^_llaiw«Krre." KfUfc: 
sU^«4S^v^oveme<tt lawyer for 
the Clrica^B 8, R a p Brown and' 
others- was part of about two 
dozen people who were either 
requested by the prisoners at 
Attica or who; went by themselves 
to act as a^hegotiating committee 
between . Correct ions Com-
missioner Russell G. Oswald and 
the prisoners. The two dozen 
narrowed themselves down to a 
more workable . 10, inc lud ing 
Kunstler, Black Muslim Minister 
Jabarr Kenyatta <who was. once 
an-' inmate-^at Attica), Young 
Lords Jose Pariss (who had also 
spent time at Attica) and Juan 
••Fi" Ortiz, Congressman Her-
man BOdiHos Buffalo Assem-
blyman Arthur Eve and others. 
The straight press, as well as a 
number of officials (including 
.Governor ' Nelson Rockefeller) 
have suggested and in some 
cases have said quite specifically 
that Kunstler acted as an. "out-
side agitator" and had incited the 
prisoners to. be more ynyielding 
during the negotiations. Later in 
tins w«ekf after the rebellion, 
lis members of the 
negotiating committee and—the 
observers - i s s u e d a 
L stefceanLent saying that it was the 
aof Oswald and 
ler- ^ w h i c h s ta l l ed 
(which was used as 
ftir the Invasion) and 
of the 
hard for a 
members 
SQRT^^<^^OLiTICAJU 
- " W A S T H E R E 
p r i s o n e r s c r e a t e d a 
as early- as June or 
y j ^ * TfifiX b#d copied 
bel ieve, from the 
>some t ime - ago 
P e h i t e i i t i a r y in 
s-~ we l t -as from a~ 
petition a large number of Puerto 
Rican inmatesHir^wiip in April. 
In Junethey named five people to 
negotiate the . manifesto with 
prison officials.. Frank Lott, a. _ • 
black, was named the chairman. 
Of « iose five prisoners LioMDW at 
l e a s t ; brie -S^V^tfHSfcsSPW^i 
ButJei| The others we^-lblacir. 
*6nec l r t h a n w a s Herbert X. 
{ Blyden, who emerged as One of 
the leaders during the rebellion. 
Blyden was indicted for 72 counts 
after the Tombs (Manhattan 
Men's House of Detent ion) 
rebellion last fall. Very ^con-
veniently, the trials for those 
charges are coming up in two 
weeks. 
This early manifesto, which 
had 27 demands was sent to 
Commissioner Oswald on July 20. 
I haye a letter Frank Lott sent to 
Oswald on July 20 in which he 
enc losed the m a n i f e s t o . The 
Commissioner did not respond to 
that letter until a month later— 
August 16. 
Oswald's r e s p o n s e . w a s 
something like: "I received your 
demands and in general you 
know it takes, time and we will 
read and' study them and report 
back to you.'' The rebellion began 
on Sept. 8—about two weeks after 
the pr isoners got Oswald's 
response. 
Apparently there w a s a 
" l eadersh ip" v a m o n g the 
prisoners long before the 
rebellion because they appointed 
the five, man committee. . 
I know" the men. were very 
conscious about what happened 
to the prisoners at T^ew York's 
-^Aaboru State Pii&oit (there wasra-
prison revolt there last- winter. 
Following it, most 'of itie rioters' 
. were put into special segregation 
and six were-ultimately picked 
out as leaders a n d prosecuted. 
None of their demands were 
; metr.) A number of prisoners who 
had been at Auburn are now in 
Att ica—they m o v e pr i soners 
around quite a bitl So there was a 
distinct t i e -between- t h e ex -
perience at Auburn and the 
prisoner population at Attica. 
i ^WHAT WAS FT LIKE INSIDE 
OF ATTICA A F T E R 
LIBERATION? -
THE 
I did not arrive at the prison 
until the night of the 9th, Friday. I 
spent a total of 20 hours inside the 
prison- during the'-: j d & ^ ^ i m e s I v'\ 
w'a^jp(bwe<3in. ^ - w ^ c o n ^ o u ^ b f ^ 
an ^ e n ^ 
man freaked out during one of the 
negotiating sessions. He started 
to fight with another inmate. 
They w e r e i m m e d i a t e l y 
separated and taken away by-
other prisoners. Another man 
had a nervous spell—he was 
freaking and yelling and he also 
was immediately taken away. 
The secur i ty l ines w e r e 
everywhere and extremely well 
organized—people arm m a r m -
one facing back, one facing front, 
alternatively. Sam Melville- (a 
white man convicted of bombing 
conspiracy in N.Y.C.) was in the 
security line. 
There was a scare the first 
night I was there, on Friday. All 
the lights went out. Non-prisoners 
like us were put up against the 
wall behind the negotiating table 
so we would be out of harm. The 
prisoners kept telling_ us in the* 
dark; "YbuTTbe alright. We've 
.got it under control:" 
Our relationships in there were 
good. We (the negotiators) were 
ne"ver harmed. We were treated 
kindly, courteously, and con-
s iderate ly . T h e r e w a s great 
respect for us and people were 
delighted to have us take the 
mike and" rap with them. Lots of 
people c a m e up and asked us to 
'"caTT their reIaTives~wlfich~ we dicT 
I had a s e n s e of rea l 
organization. There was a lways 
s o m e o n e typing in the' 
s tenographic s ec t ion . The 
loudspeaker, unlike ones in the 
outside world, ̂ always worked— 
they didn't have any problems 
with that. The inmates at the 
negotiating table were articulate, 
well-informed, a n d pressing with 
gtheir demands. As some straight 
reporter said, there w a s even a 
• lack of what the outside world 
would call profanity. -There w a s 
also an a b s e n c e of h e a v y 
rhetoric. 
THE PEOPLE'S CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE S E E M E D TO 
O V E R S E E THE VARIOUS 
ACT&yTTTES AND FtJNCTIOKS; 
; * 5 £ ^ - ^ O j r J t - L T E L L - US 
^ S O ^ E 3 F H I N & « T IT? 
There were 30 prisoners on the 
Central Committee, which was 
dominated by blacks. There were 
some whites-—two or three. One 
was Jerry Rosenberg from 
Brooklyn, a jailhouse lawyer for 
all the prisoners. He was a vital, 
vibrant small , jnan. There were 
several other whites, one a tail 
lifer. There was also a handful of 
Puerto Ricans. They rotated 
chairman every night. 
— CAN YOU TELL US MORE 
ABOUT THE WHITE 
PRISONERS? THERE WAS A 
RUMOR THAT SAM MELVILLE 
RIGGED UP AN ELECTRICAL 
COMMUNICATIONS NETW-
ORK. 
I never heard of. Sam doing 
anything like that. Sam did not 
approach the negotiatorsraf all. 
He s t a y e d aloff, pr imar i ly 
because he had a security job. 
Robin Palmer (another white 
activist jailed on a. bombing 
conspiracy convic t ion) w a s 
always^up near the table. Robin 
gave me a lot of letters to get out 
to people. 
WHAT DID CELL BLOCK D 
LOOK LrIKE? , - - ss • -
The field looked like j& sloppy 
boy scout camp. There wepe so 
many things around, so jnany 
men living together. There was 
no running "water (the prison 
.officials turned it off) and they 
~had to dig trenches to go to the 
bathroom. But there was no odor. 
I really expected i t to smell like a 
real shit house but it didn't. We 
could "see where t h e hostages 
were. There were sheets on the 
ground, blankets made into tents, 
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paper scattered all over. I didn't 
see any rocket launchers. 
DID OSWALD MAKE THE 
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE 
SIGN * SOMETHING BEFORE 
YOU WENT IN FOR THE LAST 
TIME, SAYING^-THAT IF 
ANYTHING H A P P E N E D TO 
YOU, THE- STATJI- WAS NOT 
RESPONSIBLE ?^^ 
That was-just before the last 
t ime'we went in. A few minutes 
after we- went in he tried tc 
completely undermine us with 
the prisoners by sending in the 
letter demanding the immediate 
re l ease of h o s t a g e s and 
negot iat ions on "neutral 
territory'". The t iming was 
beautiful. The prisoners were 
understandedly angry at us 
because they thought we knew 
about the letter and we were 
being used as a front for Oswald. 
The letter was either to §ei us 
killed so there would have been 
an incident '. s o m e t h i n g . very 
favorable to the s tate— the 
prisoners k i l l ing their own 
negotiators) or to undermine our 
credibility so that we-.couldn't-
-reahy work with them anymore 
or to undermine th~em 
psychologically. Which ever the 
reason, each one is equally in-
decent. 
WE H E A R D SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE LEGISLATORS ON 
THE NEGOTIATING TEAM 
BEING SHOWN THE BODIES 
OF T H E ^ E O P L E WHO PRISON 
OFFICIALS D E S C R I B E D AS 
THE "THROAT CUTTER 
MURDERERS". 
This .was right after the in-
vasion—about two or thre£ in the 
afternoon. .This got almost no 
publicity. Bobby Gareia (State 
Senator from the Bronx), Arthur 
Eve, Herman Badillo were taken 
through by Assistant Director of 
Corrections Walter Dunbar and 
were shown four men—one white 
and three black, lying on their 





were the ones pointed out as seen 
cutting throats. And-then there 
was a big black guy—Frank 
Lott—who was lying with a 
football under him to prop his 
head up. He was pointed out as 
the one who had emasculated one 
of the hostages—Michael Smith. 
He was naked and lying face up. 
(Lott was one of the five people 
who had signed the manifesto 
which was sent to Oswald in 
July). 7r\ 
- ^r e 
Dunbar said that he had been 
told this by Commiss ioner 
Oswald—an official report and 
that there were films of all this. 
Then Dunbar told them that two 
of the guards were killed before 
the assault which of course was 
untrue. 
The things they said were 
major untruths—the slit throats, 
the emasculation—which would 
have been terrible because they 
would have, undermined the 
credibility df the prisoners. But 
we knew that wasn't true because 
we counted the hostages as late 
as 7 on Sunday night and there 
were 38. That was exactly r i g h t -
there had been 39, one, one had 
_JIpne out with a heart attack. 
THE STRAIGHT PRESS 
PICKED ON AN "EXTREMIST 
D E M£A N T r " A B O U T 
PRISONERS WANTING TO BE 
TRANSPORTED TO A NON-
I M P E R I A L I S T C O U N T R Y . 
THEY ALSO S E E M E D TO 
THINK Y O U ^ E G G E D TITE 
PRISONERS ALONG ON THAT 
DEMAND. 
There were a cou'le hundred 
who kept stressing that they 
wanted transportation to a non-
imperialist country-, but that was 
voted down by the rest. I wasn't 
presented as a co l l ec t ive 
demand. Some people would take 
"the mike and say they looked at 
themselves as political prisoners 
and they wanted to get out to a 
non- imperia l i s t country . That 
was s y m p a t h i z e d with and 
discussed for a t ime but it was 
never a d v a n c e d to the 
authorities. . 
Before I went into the prison I 
met with a number of New York 
Panthers. They indicated that 
they had been in contact with four 
countries through Panther 
headquarters in. Algeria who said 
the Attica prisoners could start a 
new life there. These countries 
were Algeria, North Vietnam, 
North Korea, and the Republic of 
the Congo (Congo-Brazzaville). I 
told tliem that only because a 
member of the Central Com-
mittee had broughtat up and gave 
me a specific request to find out 
about it. I told the prisoners that 
if they ever got out of prison they 
could go to these countries. 
/ / 
You Really Can't Imagine What They're Doing To 
La wye 
LIBERATION News Service 
( F o l l o w i n g the i n v a s i o n of 
Attica by state troopers, National 
Guardsmen, police and prison 
guards, a group of lawyers from 
the National Lawyers Guild, the 
National Conference of Black 
Lqwyers, the American Civil 
Liberties Union and the Legal Aid. 
Society went up to Attica from 
New York City along with a 
number of medical peple. They 
were joined by lawyers, law 
students and legal workers from 
as far away as Chicago. Since 
that t ime t h e r e h a v e been 
med ica l and l ega l personnel 
inside Attica whenever prison 
officials have allowed them in. 
The following is an interview 
with ElKot Wilk, a member of the 
National Lqwyers Guild, who was 
up at Attica for two weeks.) 
WHEN DID YOU GET U P TO 
ATTICA? ; 
*tly after the prison had 
been retaken ^and secured, on 
Monday morning Sept. 13, we 
wen"; to Buffalo and then to 
Attica. Peoole in Buffalo who had 
oeen very close to l e situation in 
Attica :£.c r e o u e s t e c that 
l a w y e r s and mec ica" people 
come up. 
We knew 'chat in situations of 
this type—like the October 1970 
rebellion in the jails in New York 
City and in San Quentin following 
the murder of George. Jackson— 
that once the prison is retaken the 
guards and the troopers and 
whoever else might be involved 
systematically beat the inmates. 
Our interest was to get inside as 
soon as possible, to insure the 
safety of the inmates and also- to 
a d v i s e them of the ir con-
stitutional rights. 
We went to Judge.John Curtin, 
a federal court judge in Buffalo, 
and had him sign an order 
enabl ing the l a w y e r s , law 
students and legal workers -as 
well as all of the medical people 
to get into the prison that night. 
We left Buffalo for Attica at about 
1 a.m. Tuesday morning in a 
caravan of about eight cars. 
Shortly outside of Buffalo we 
stopped to get some has and were 
met , by a caravan of state 
troopers who got out of their cars 
with rifles up in the air. They 
asked us where we were going 
and. what we w e r e doing. We 
showed them copies of the signed 
order. One part of the order, 
stated that state troopers, were-
not. to interrupt our passage to 
Attica. They searched one of our 
. vans although they had no search 
warrant- and no authority to 
search it. Finally they let us go. 
We got to the prison about 2:15 
-Tuesday morning. We went up to 
the gate \ showed the order and 
asked to be admitted to the 
prison. The man in charge said he 
had been instructed to accept the 
order, but to refuse us admission 
into the prison. We went to court 
the next morning, but nothing 
was done about the refusal to 
been in Att ica duri ___ 
takeover testified in court in 
of Judge Curtin" that 
witnessed ^beatings of prisoners 
after the prison had been secured 
«^<£hd that he had seen people run 
^ t h e gauntlet. (Prisoners were 
ere limited to four rooms and 
only one inmate w a s permitted to 
be interviewed in each room. We 
were only allowed to interview 
between 9 and 3:30. There were 50 
to 75 lawyers and at least as 
many law students and legal 
Police helicopter circles over prison yard. State Troopers wait near gate. 
honor the order. 
-v 
HOW DID YOU FINALLY 
GET INTO THE PRISON AND 
WH^T DID YOU I>0 INSIDE? 
On Thursday, , one of t h ^ 
National Guardsmen who had-
forced to run between two rows ef 
guards beatinj| them with sticks.) 
Judge Curtin once again agreed 
to admit us to the prison; on 
Friday. ~ " 
On Friday about eight to "ten 
lawyers were allowed in. We 
workers who were available to go 
in to interview. There were more 
rooms available than the ones 
they offered us including the 
—regular' visitors room which ^Was" 
not being used then. Because it 
. takes about an hour and a half 
just to get a sketchy interview, 
we could only see about 20 people 
that day. There were over 1200 
men who were in D block during 
the insurrection. At that rate we 
figured it would be Christmas 
before we would be able to see 
everybody just once. 
We brought a class action suit 
on behalf o l theJnmates^ A class 
action m e a n s : that we 
represented everyone who was in 
there. The suit asks that Robert 
Fisher, the Deputy Attorney 
General, stop his assistants from 
interrogating the inmates about 
the rebellion with the help of 
guards at all hours of the night. 
CAN YOU GIVE A GENERAL 
IDEA OF WHAT HAPPENED 
DURING THE INVASION ON 
MONDAY, AS THE PRISONERS 
HAVE TOLD YOU? 
A helicopter flew up ovesr- D 
block and with nO^NW f̂rhurig 
dropped gas . As soon as the gas 
came, the troopers on top of the \ 
. w a l l s oepened f ire . Shortly 
thereafter the other troopers 
came into the cell block firing. 
There was about 10 to 15 minutes 
of firing, indiscriminate firing. 
As soon as the gas was dropped 
the people just fell to the floor or 
tried to take any kind of cover 
that they could. The inmates had 
no guns and they didn't think that 
they could protect themselves 
against the bullets with bats or 
knives. The people were just 
massacred. The shooting was so 
indiscriminate that they also 
killed the guards. 
After the prison was secured, 
the prisoners were-striped naked 
and forced to crawi from D block 
to A block. You could s ee the 
scabs on their elbows and knees. 
They were told not to lift their 
heads. They were forced to run 
the gauntlet up to their cells 
where they were beaten. One of 
the troopers had a nail in his club 
and some people got badly cut. 
There were also reports of 
sporatic firing during the day on 
Monday for at least two hours 
after the place had been retaken. 
Whether people were killed or 
injured .then I don't know. 
One inmate became delirious 
a n d -was— taken - t » t h e prison 
hospital. When he screamed, one 
of the troopers beat him on the 
head. A doctor stood by him for 
an hour and a half just to protect 
him. There were people who were 
injured—they had bul le ts in 
mem—and were forced to run the 
gauntlet. Everybody was beaten. 
"They were left naked for one 
and a half days; .The, guards. J 
opened the windows—something -: 
;•:>-
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S 3 & V 
-;v? 
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T-tV? 
a Fd«y a « r a 
hardfo ffiven any 
any food 
during the rebel 
^o^^O^nya^^aniioi 
j#aiiy hadn *t £ g & $ 
^3iteuimi*es ? f ^^ 
has been destroyed and taken wit 
of flieir^-cefls. Eyeglasses were 
.hiffltfcCT.;Thexyej^^ 
room andi^moverflearthewliole 
ponvei^atwn. 1 ^ only thhigjtbat 
we can; do is ^ f^^; '^^^^^-
their families and counsel me 
inmates odfy to tall*^ uW the 
prfyAn^of a lawyer There i s no 
tuudtbtushes. : -
Sontfrpeoplewhagotinsawthe 
guartB^ralcing The prisonersr 
a pile to burn 
i n m a t e had ewer 300 
ami briefs destroyed.^ 
w piles .of trash—ripped up 
letters and files, etc. s ^ - • -
threatened 
the racism 
of having a real m-
Jtexview-,r ':'-~ '-
- I think there are about 20 
prisoners at B«ey^iioi»-jThe^re ± 
m6^^ ^m In ̂ i^^i. Tiley".' 
took the worst cases toMj^e¥— 
the ones that needed major 
•surgery.' .V;.v:_'•;:•> '
;V-'#;£-"̂ "-̂ V.\-••':'• 
Tge prison officials JmCT^ tb«V 
tt^ ^ were" f5©ing- :i»s*N**^*pf-'-
massacre people. They knew that 
people would dle~. Theytefewttoat— 
people would be very badly' in-
"~ and they, made no 
TrjaditionaHy .. what prison 
authorities try tor.d*- is pit ^the^ 
races against each other—that 
didhrt work here. I think the 
prisoners are beginning to realize 
that. they're' hot *sach others* 
provisions for having doctors on 
hand. 
oFthe guards was convert before 
m^iraiSr^esules^:is^itow ̂ q̂̂ dtie 
opeiu Tffe ^HUG^JWGGER WAS 
USED QUTTiB-rW^trY AND IS 
STILL BEING USED QUITE 
F B E E t Y ^ Some prisoners ^are 
ajfraid that the guards are going 
to* puUjnother George Jackson 
many people as they 
afe:; 
:f: 
^ . r • _ . . , ^ . - _ . , 
They are served pork once, and 
sometimes twice a day even-
though many of the inmates^2«^ 
- Muslim who cannot eat it. 
WHAT H A V E THE* © F F r a A L 
INVESTIG ATORCOMMrfTEES-
BEEN DOING? "• . 
They've s e W me same things 
we have seen^and have been told 
z about JaM^ftig&fe'yi 
can-do afaoot it. 




they can do anything 
Inmates are art given enough 
wjrranj^ want ;to 
4*iite letters to^^ 
& & • • • ! 
Prom, all the people who were 
interviewed what can you s a y 
about the rebellion overall? 
: The feeling in the prison was 
that in a couple more days things 
could have been resolved. They 
felt that • if Rockefeller had 
responded and. come to Attica, 
the thing would have been 
resolved. Though Oswald / w a s 
saying that they had given in to 
all of the demands of the inmates, 
except amnesty and the firing of 
Warden Mancusi, that was a fie. 
Some of tbV demands that were 
allegedly acceeded to E R E 
AGREED TO IN THE FOIJAf OF , 
J "We will try", "we will, as soon 
a s possible", "we. will recjohî •-> 
mend' this to th^,- s tate 
l eg i s la ture^ - . u. :^ • ~ *• 
.fin other, wonls many: of the _ 
; demands, required legis lat ive 
^ approvah Ther"- inmates Tin-
controls^ the legislature is .Nelson 
Rockefeller-, Fror Oswald to 
suggest ^o the legislature is 
meaningless but for Rockefeller 
to suggest tor the legislature is -
meaningful. So -&< a,. miniinum 
iheywanted Rockefeller to come 
and throw his 
some Jhe 
'.TMnsaMenMi. 
enemy; that the enemy is really 
the institution. They were con-
:'.-'vinc^;:.;tibat..''il^r.''.'1vid to a c t 
•> to^ther^TJ^v^jair,^wanted 
.. - C 4 ^ h i ^ / - | ^ e f ; ^ i i ^ ' ~ w a s to be 
treated as human beings. 
What is happening now is that 
the guards are calling the. black 
people "hlackniggers", the white 
" people " ^ i « f e mggiB^^-and the 
Puerto .Rican p e o p l e " P u e r t o 
'Rican niggers7 ."tt. i s be»p!iHng 
very clear to tb^whites , blacks 
and browns inside that they are 
all triggers in ttoe^eyes of the 
guards;-;'. •>';.•-^2"s-' 
- A^EEW- FEQ&LE -SAY THAT 
4 F c P I « S 0 * i E J ^ £ T A R T A N 
ORGANIZATJOJ*?- W O N E 
PRISON^ T H E P R I S O N - OF-
FIGrALS TRY ^FD- TRANSFER 
T H E INMA^TES^ TO -• OTHE R 
INSTITUTIONS^ 
What they- do - i s take the" 
4'troublemakers'r from one in-
- stitution and ship them to another 
one. In:Attica they had a lot^ of 
prisoners from Auburn who were , 
allegedly involved m the Auburn 
' upris ing t l a s M ^iBter^ T h e y 
brought Auburn g u a r d s i n t o 
Attica".on" JMkroda% to • identify 
tbxasc rebelling inmates who h a d 
h e & i y a t Auburn,, ft*; "special":\ 
tre^th*ent?X Tfee^iare seeing that 
their idea,4oesnf'^W9rk, because 
there are rebellions iii ̂ prisons all 
overly ^1 \'. .,-„:/: :• •i..
vv..' ,',"". 
".There^ wJias an' article in the Los 
Angeles Times that claimed that 
the National Lawyers.Guild w a s 
responsible for spreading the 
information around that made 
the men rebel and' s end ing 
pr i soner -demands i n t o t h e 
v a r i o u s inst i tut ions . T h e y 
oresiime the inmates, who suffer 
from all this can't draw up these 
that t h e y 
white l awyers to•*»»• i^^or 
^ 
second story window. "When we 
asked the prisonersaboutitr they 
laughed: "Pushed out of a second 
story window—now can^ou push 
anyone out of a second story 
window? Every window has»bars-
>̂n it .". Since-everyone can see 
- that all the windows have bars, 
their latest story is that Quinn fell 
off a catwalk. 
WHAT IS THE MOOD OF THE 
GUARDS? 
There are still guards who 
believe that hostages had their 
throats slashed and that some 
had been emasculated. Those lies 
real ly affect the way they treat 
.̂  ttte inmates. They treat eachT 
~J prisoner as if "you are the one 
who slashed the throats". Some 
-of them just dd-not believe" that 
the guards were shot because , 
they don't want to believe it. 
HAVE ANY OF THE GUARDS 
REALIZED WHO ACTUALLY 
M U R D E R E D THE OTHER 
(HJARDS ~ AND" PRISONERS? 
,".'Some o f them . believe that 
^Rockefeller is the murderer. 
. Some of them believe mat the 
hostages had their throats slit. 
: S o m e of them realize that they 
didn't Jiave, their throats slit and 
-• that they were murdered sen-
selessly and that prisonr":cnn-r.'" 
ditions are abommable. But fl&ey-" 
leave a s soon "as they ean^ In ^ 
some senTseljthat3s really un-
. fortunate because the few g u a r d s -
-̂wfajb show any humanism get out," 
geaving just the animals. The few 
g u a r d s who re la ted to the 
prisoners as human beings before 
were taken away from the in- . 
tnates and set up to the tower to 
keep watch or spmeSiing- like 
that. Anybody who ~ has any 
sensitivity is Eemoved from a 
sensitive-position. 
H A V E T H E Y B E E N 
P R E S S U R I N G P E O P L E TO 
TURN STATE'S EVIDENCE? 
i s 
•vt&^m<mim*i 
- -KJmua.* ^^im.±fx&*3i!**e)»> ygji 
IA 
The situation as such is that i t 
m e a n i n g l e s s even^ if t h e 
Attorney General's men were to 
go in and say "You are entitled to 
an attorney, you don't have to 
answer'any questions if you don't 
wanfcto and anything that you say 
can be used" against you." It's 
m e a n i n g l e s s b e c a u s e the in-
timidation from the threats and 
beatings is so great that it doesn't 
matter what they say because 
these people are terrified that 
they're 'going to die, or that: 
they'll be b e a t e n ^ .. 
- We who are not in jail might 
sav that the authorities "would 
not do such^a thing". W e always 
sav they wouldn't do such a thing 
HEN WE ODN*T WANT TO 
BELIEVErTHAT FT IS DONE 
The people inside know that not 
only would they do such a thing 
but they do do it as a.. m'd'tter.. of 
course and that they, have just 
witnessed a massacre so- tfiey 
have reason to he very scared; 
A lot of people are eligible for 
parole.- . -What the Attorney 
General's inen'• say is "There i s 
going tor'be a.parole.hearing..^' 
Sometimes they. don't have to say 
it because everybody knows the 
. effect pf testifying and' of not 
7 testify injg and of lying or not lying 
:7it it c s ;Mi(|pBssary to l ie to in-
c r i m i n a t e the p e o p l e / "the 
authorities want to nail." I f your 
parole_hearing i s coming up..and . 
there i s a question about getting 
out very quickly or doing another 
three or four or i i v e years y o u 
might have to do, you don't h a v e . 
a free "choice about HETHER 
YOU WANT TO TESTIFY OR 
WHETHER YOU W A N T TO 
TALK OR NOT. The important 
.factors ; then_ are the physical 
intimidation and the possibility of 
parole. The guards arid prison 
officials' have everything-—they 












SITUATION OF: ' , THE 
PRISONERS* , < v 
Memorial Hospital in Buffalo but 
not into the iiospi tal in the prispnl 
^ Meyer it i s impossible to speak 
f^crftfe;ininates. The.rooms are 
very small and a cop stays in the 
-probably a lot closer rto*"IQ^ald 
and his cronies tban^tberamates 
were Xince they did; expect the 
invasion. 
ONE THING PEOPLE WHO 
WERE IN AND AROUND THE 
PRISON DURING^ THE TAKE-
OVER TALKED ABOUT WAS 
• U N I T Y ; 
i x ^ i -
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days they did not 
issu^alistbf the dead. Then they 
started to issue partial lists. The 
.friends and relatives of some 2200 
people didn't know whether their 
husband, brother or son was on 
the lists they hadn't releasedyet. 
The prison authorities also failed 
to tell who was injured or who 
was transferred. They still 
havea't^one it to this date They 
s ^ h ^ v e ^ t issued a list of the 
whereabouts o/ eyerybody who 
was in the institution^ 
One woman waiting outside the 
prisbn had come from Brooklyn 
to fmd put how herson was and 
. * . . . , .._* *. v.. >Tiiere- were 
>ple with -relatives inside who 
there almost on a vigil but 
got -no information. 
You really can *t get a picture 
about what they are doing to 
them now, of how horrible the 
situation is and how much they're 
to break them. And 
^-ying.^b create 
r'U have an excuse 
to murder them: Constant verbal 
threats, keeping tile windows 
closed and opening a window 
a hair an hour before 
from, the Goldman 







mas coming; coming 
at one nr two in the 
morhnig with a group of guards, 
talking ahCTnVthemggeTstharare 
soon going to die and should ha ve 
died before/threatenmg them in 
ey^ryvay imaginable. ' ^ - \ 
V WWAT^ ̂ 0 ; _ YOlX KNOW 
A B O U T THE 1 GUARD - T « E 
M * T E S • ;• A£jbEJ&E D'L Y 
T W t E W d u f A 
BUFFALO, N.Y; (LNS)—With 
their legs chained together and 
their hands handcuffed, three 
Attica inmates -entered U.S. 
District;Court on Thursday, Sept. 
30 and described the 2 l - weeks jof 
brutality and. threats since the 
retaking of the prison. 
Frank Lott, Herbert Blyden 
and Roger Campen are all being 
held in segregation with about 50 
'other inmates^Nyhom prison 
authorities have branded as 
"leaders^' in the rebellion. 
The hearing was an attempt by 
the prisonersahd their lawyers to 
get an injunction from Judge. 
John Curtin to stop the continual 
violence as well as harassment 
against the inmates. -' 
Lott related how one day, in die 
early^ hours of the morning. 
Assistant-Prison Superintendent 
Carl Pfail came to his ceB with 
about â dozen other guards and: 
threatened -to kill: him. "Turn 
around, coon, let me.^see your 
. mug," one of the guards shouted 
at him. 
Monday night after the prison 
A^was retaken, Lott^said^ two^ 
guards led him into the yard and 
**put guns to my head." One 
guard asked him: "What's the 
„tnatter? You're not going to 
ybegFir~- • ~~~ • ~-~-•-•—- - - .— 
v Guards go from cell to cell, Lott 
said, "threatemng the other guys 
that they-are gojngjto kill them. 
Thi&js_eyjEarytn®L~Not just one 
-night." He also said his legal 
papers, compiled over years had 
l>een destroyed. " 
- After the retaking of the prison, 
Roger Campen related, prisohers 
were stripped- and forced to 
4<spread-eagie". against a wall 
while guards "spit on us and lit 
matches were thrown on me ." He 
described how guards stuck guns 
through the bars into cel ls and 
threatened to kill him in 
retaliation for the guards that 
were supposed to have had their 
throats cut and were castrated. 
Herbert Blyden testified that 
guards continually taunted him 
with "We're saving you for the 
electric chair.v He has charges 
against * him for" the' Tombs 
(Manhattan Men's House of 
Detention > rebellion last October. 
That trial should start the second 
week of October. ~ T 
He swore that only five minutes 
before he was brought into the 
courtroom, pri son guards 
remarked that'"Two hundred of 
you should have been buried J* 
They asked to be traiwf erredto 
1 '•• . " . y I 
"- •:.;•*©; • 
Erie County Jail but Judge Curtin 
denied the request. The hearings 
continue Monday October 4 with 
.Assistant "Attorney General 
Robert Fischer (the district 
attorney) scheduled -to testify 
^<C.*».>*H«V*^ ^ 
•A'S-H-
The original press statement 
from the prison officials said that 
William Quton, the first guard to 
die, had been pudhed out t>f a 
DEVIL'S PLAYOROUND 
MaruTnKleiaman 
Thoughts On Attica 
* Despite the bpmibns of some 
distinguished conservatives who 
think radicals riot for kicks, I feel 
it i s safe to say that r io t s 'are 
caused-by desperate people who 
see no alternative. This appears 
Sife&SK 
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to b e especial ly true, in a suicidal 
plot like the one that took place in. 
Attica prison. The inmates knew 
that their spears would not be 
effective against the guns of the 
state. Nevertheless, they rioted 
as a means of expressing their 
feeling of futility. 
It is important for all of us to 
understand this feeling, unless 
we want to s ee more riots. I think 
it i s much deeper than" a reaction 
to horrendous prison conditions. 
It is a reaction to a society that 
considers them as something less 
than human and treats them 
accordingly. Since most of the 
prisoners were black of Puerto 
R i c a n , the - s i tuat ion w a s 
aggravated by bitter men who 
"had run- into that attitude before 
ever being convicted of a crime. 
This feeling our ' society has 
toward, its criminals ^was best 
i l l u s t r a t e d by Governor 
Rockefeller's pressre lease which 
began', "Our hearts go out to the 
families of the hostages who died 
at Attica." What about the dead 
pr i soners? Didn' t they h a v e 
families? Or did they deserve to 
die with no condplesnces given? 
It appears that Rocky's heart is 
very selective.1 : \. ..-+ -v -
:... I have'explained that the riot 
was a way for the prisoners to 
express thetnselves. It may have 
been an uncessarily violent way. 
Wc*ll never know if any other 
way would have gotten attention 
paid to their plight. In any event, 
whether or not the riot was their 
sole" means of effectiver protest, 
the killing of the guard could not 
be _ condoned. Both sides were 
wrong. Tragedy was inevitable. 
Lets turn to the hostages. While 
there is some temptation to 
picture Attica as a concentration 
ramp run hy sadistic guardŝ ^ -̂aH-
A-.-'V'V 
evidence indurates that this was 
far from the truth'. The prisoners. 
did not blame the guards for the 
conditions of the prison and they 
did not accuse, the guards of 
mistreating them. The hostages 
showed that they were decent and 
understanding m e n by, sup-
porting those of the prisoner's 
demands that were just. Several 
hostages told of a greater un-
derstanding of prison life : and 
pledged to try to improve con-
ditions. The guards were caught 
in the middle. They were taken as 
hostages by the prisoners and 
they were sacrificed by the state , 
ft had been-that way for some 
time, for the failure of. govern-
ment to improve prison con-
dit ions had a l w a y s le f t 'the 
problem in their hands. •- "'• -'-
While it i s entirely possible that 
Governor Rockefeller hhad no 
other choice but to retake Attica 
by force, he and state officii 
handled the situation s o poorly~as 
to m a k e the prisoners look 
reasonable and responsible. The 
Governor was too busy toTgo to 
Attica to even meet, with the" 
observer group, who pleaded for 
Irim" to eome and later used tlie^ 
aceons'had:ail-the makings of'a 
presidential scenario^ He w^s 
buildingiiis image as firm, tough 
Rocky. While Nixon talked about 
law and order. Rockefelter art«»H 
It was to be enough to establish 
Rocky a s the number 2 
Republican, ready to step in if 
Nixon faltered. This is totally 
cons i s tent w i th Rockefe l l er ' s 
ical career. Sometimes he 
was a liberal and sometimes a 
conservat ive—but he a l w a y s 
wanted to be president. Attica 
propelled him' back Into the 
.natJopaL-pietureT 
-with^the jpt|)SHe pecause. news 
would ijeleaked>o|ji l a ^ i i t ^ i e 
m u r d e r s ôJT ̂ h e : . h o s t a g e s . 
Naturally such vicious acts must 
be retaliated against. Meanwhile", 
NATIONWIDE 
pompous argument that he drew 
the line so that no rioter could 
demand the presence of the 
President. Meanwhile, s tate 
officials were using the code1 .of 
the Pentagon—lie first,- and 
answer questions later?The State 
Government'was a sorry spec-
tacle. This came as no- surprise 
s ince these people w e r e 
responsible for prison conditions 
in the first place. 
Rockefeller has said that he 
knew that his decision to raid the 
prison would be unpopular. The 
opposite is true. Rockefeller's 
The rescue of the hostages was 
hardly considered. The observer 
group reported that the inmates 
could Toll the ^guards" within 
seconds of any attack so the 
hostages were not the reason for-
the raid. The • hostages were 
sacrifices to the god of law and 
order... . ••.;*..- '":.. 
The scenario was simple. The 
raid would begin: Of course^ the 
prisohers (being.bloodthirsty 
animals), would slash the throats 
of the hostages State troopers 
would g ) in and fire away at the 
prisoners: That would be okay 
Governor Rockefeller, firm ia a, 
time of. crisis, would 'emerge a 
hero.": 
The wheels were set in motion. 
The guns were fired and the 
stories were . leaked. But 
something went wrong. The 
prisoners didn't - " - -
The stories 
"lie^rThe^soc^er^btdlets bit the 
hostages as weH as 
Governor Rockefeller is not a 
h e r o . . . , : ._- . ' ; ; : ~ ; : ~ ^ :
i :••' '„ . . • : ' , : . . 
Now both sides are trading 
blasts of rhetoric; There is little 
to choose between the violent Ulk 
of prison revolutionaries and the 
simplistic explanations of Spiro 
Agnew. The gap gets wider to the 
discredit of both sides. It is ap-
parent that improvements have 
to be made both, inside and out-
side prison walls. The answers 
are hard to find The seeds of 
future tragedies are plentiful. 
• - is AHICA 
IJBERATION News Service 
(Editor's note: Saturday, Oct. 2 
was declared a national day of 
solidarity with. the prsoners at 
Attica and all political prisoners. 
Several thousand people joined in 
rallies, marches and pickets 
throughout the U S . at which they 
protested prison bruta l i ty , 
demanded the total withdrawal of 
U.S. troops from Southeast Asia 
and denounced the fraudulent 
South V|^fc»rnese elections.) 
E > A N f l B B § S i £ o n r i • < LNS)—: 
About 4OCKBe0Bl^j»assed around 
Danbury State J 
to profesf 
and: ifov support >;>a 
made by ©ant 
ear ly - August , 
declaration, which was publish* 
at the outset of a hunger strike, 
the men demanded reform of the 
parole system, the release of 
South V i e t n a m e s e pol i t ical 
prisoners, the release of Dan 
^BerrigMi, who is very sick, and a 
'paroleSearing for̂  Phil Berrigan. 
The Berrigan brothers are ser-
v ing t i m e for draft file 
destruction, and are defendants 
in : the HarrisbUrg^ 6 federal 
bombing conspiracy. 
Inside, the prison inmates held 
a hunger-str ike- in' support of 
Attica prisoners and conducted 
memorial-services for the dead. 
The large crowd listened to a 
series of speakers including Ted 
Glick, another defendant in the 
Harr i sburg c a s e , who w a s 
released from Danbury the night 
before the rally. Glick has been i n 
. Danbury serving a sentence fox 
d e s t r o y i n g draft records i n 
Rochester, N.Y. in the 1969 
Flower City Conspiracy action. 
A comm ittee of seven" tried to 
..Ase«._tt*&;pri^^ 
^ S ^ B ^ ^ f e ^ f e d ^ tfaein tozZbs 
" p r i S b J i . - ^ ^ ' — ^ - - - . v - . - • - . • ' v - ^ - - - ~~:^-
utn^Be tt^thle s a m e .^^ise that 
Indochina w a s unique. Not 
because of the use of repressive 
violence, but because at Attica a s 
in Indochina the people stood up 
and fought," Said Eqbal Ahmed, 
a defendant in m e Harrisburg 6 
federal conspiracy trial, to an 
audience of 1000 people gathered 
in a park opposite Cook County 
Jail. 
An early afternoon crowd of 400 
grew to 1000 iar a few hours as 
more and more people came to 
show so l idar i ty with the 
prisoners at Attica aiid Cook 
County jail ;j3at^ - Q c t P ^ . ; T h e 
demonstrators demanded that all 
the prisons j>n the country^ be 
opened to citizen's ccdnmissjons 
which would investigate them 
and a c c u r a t e l y present the 
prisoners' grievances. 
A group of people from the 
Medical Committee for Human 
Rights tried to send a delegation 
into the county .jail, but m e , 
warden, Winston Modre, Tefused 
to see them saying to the press, 
"Vou don't think jerks like that 
. f e jgoj^gIto .^c« i 
ternoon ta lk ing to pr i soners 
through the windows and yard 
bars of the gocal prison. And ii 
Dallas about 50 people watched a 
guerilla theater, troupe enact a 
typicalyyouth bust in front of the 
Dallas7 jail. 
ANDERSON, W. Va. (LNS)— 
One-hundred and fifty people, 
mostly wqtoen, came by buses 
and ears to this remote ^o^'etf 's 
federal penitentiary to express 
solidarity with the women kept 
^ tteatin^xt of 
road to the prison as well as^the 
entire perimeter was freshly 
tted with brand new, neon 
respassingSigns 
.- Thirty counter-piekets showed 
up during the rally; they were 
armed, but there were no in-
cidents. 
ASHLAND, Kentucky^CLNS)— 
Demonstrators came from three 
states: Kentucky, West Virghiia 
and Ohio to rally at the Federal 
Youth Center here i n support of 
the Attica prisoners, nationwide 
were all the ^scenes 
support demonstrations Sat: Oct: 
2. In Austin, fi^y people picketed 
the county jail .fjor^afeaut four 
hours and distributed leaflets 
about Attica, prison reform and 
the Oct. 3 Saigon elections to 
passers -by . S o m e of t h e 
demonstrators made it' over to 
the football g a m e at the 
University of Texas where-one 
leaflet tor put a flyer in LBJ*s 
hand. The ex-^es ident cjUickly 
m r e w i r d o w i t ^ ^ . ; ro> v ; ^ 
In San AntonMa small group of 
demons tra tors . spent the af-
inmates refused to work in an 
expression of sympathy for the 
prisoners kil led at Attica. The 
work stoppage was broken by 
tear-gas and many of the women 
were later transferred to other 
prisons. 
. When the prison officials: got 
word of the Oct. 2 demonstration 
they threw an extra security 
fence around the prison campus 
and vulled a long freight train on -
to the tracks to block as much of 
the \ pr i soners ' and demon^ 
strator's views that it could. The 
whd were sfttin^ on the^edge^of 
lawns hear the boundary fences. 
At issue for these demon-
strators were the 66 women who 
had been transferred to Ashland 
from Alderson Federal 
Penitentiary in W. Va. during the 
past week. These women were 
singled out as the leaders of the 
Sept. 12 "Solidarity with Attica" 
work stoppage. Nearly 4000 
, women stopped work at AJfdersdn 
and signed a petitiion listing 42 
grievances. The women were 
tear-gassed back to work: 
By STEVE HARWOOD 
• Bang. Bang: The shots rang out. Smoke. 
Firei The tear g a s caskets exploded nearby. 
Within-minutes, nearly 40 men were lying 
dead, or near death. The catastrophe at^ 
Attica State Prison had just reached its 
cl imax. Its aftermath and a discussion of its 
situation, has lasted for weeks, and will 
probably continue for many months' and 
perhaps years . 
-Attica was not. any different from .most 
other-prisons; a situation comparable with 
the .feqt^ that-Kent State was not the an? 
titnests of any other college. I t just hap-
rather than the -exception, 
action is taken 
The rule, 
nowadays ̂ s een i s that / no 
until it is too late. Men who have wronged 
society and the&vindividuals a r e sentenced 
to prison. It is possible that a man's mind 
can and wih be changed while in the con-
fines of his prison cell . He can-reflect on his 
actions as well as on ttieactions of those who 
surrounded him in the outer world. Most 
criminals are those who have been unjustly 
d i scr iminated a g a i n s t , h a v e been 
educationally deprived, have a lack of a~ 
usabie. skill, and have~-a poor financial 
hidden within the m a n ; are lost forever. He 
- feels b e has been wronged/ jgain and will 
strike jout for revenge a s soon a s he-passes 
through the prison doors. The first op-
portunity'that confronts him will result in 
destruction and-he will b e back in the same 
-vicious cyclej. However, the Cycle can and 
must be e l 
money, lots of money .The. money is around, 
.but it i s being spent on superficial items. 
Our economy is not built around people,, but 
rather corporation, defense and other 
socially useless items..We jput money iato 
bigger and more pollming c^rs, bnt-to think 
that w e could take m i s ^ o n e y andput i t in to 
pr i son reform would c a u s e v great 
inpeopte throuaboiif tfie^ world. 
pened to occur at this. prison, located in 
Attica, N.Y., near Buffalo.^The tragedy is 
^Jjhjaljlt^did ^pejcjiniuandJ.-n9en../were kjlLed., 
_ Resulting from this t ra^c but real oc-
; currence, 'will be" a denunciatiCBi of the" 
condittohs.at the prison. .. _ ' „ .. - " 
-—'-•:••'-Jfiot:-years/ there has been Ihis . near* 
dea fen ing p l e a for a s s i s t a n c e in 
revolutionizing the jail system. Sociologists, 
^__^^<*°l°gjsts, politicians, and the, average 
citizen have called" forJhe adaptation ofthe" 
prison^from a punishment call into a. house 
of rehabilitation. Nothing though was done 
by ttie^ leaders o f our.' s o c j e ^ Why should 
this case be different from others? 
TICKER 
position because of the three previously 
mentioned characteristics. 
Now, there are two courses of action that 
can-be taken. One that i s presently -used is 
the bread and water method. littler feed is 
available to the-i«isoners, few washing and 
bathing -facilities- .. are•, offered,, un^. 
comfortable Irving conditions are present, 
and discriminatory and demeaning prac* 
tices are visible between guards ..and 
^tisoher^as_jveIl^_amoi^_&e prisoners 
themselves. After subjection to this type 6T 
atmosphere, the inmateis not metlowejd, but' 
rather hardened. His ideas of society and its 
leaders have-not changed, but intensified. 
Any peaceful feelings that may have been: 
Instead of the bleak walls of punishment 
facing the criminal today, we should change ^ 
it into a center where he can take that jstep If o^wouW be a s l ^ to "refrain 
toward a better and more- rewardihg'life. a ' "*'*"'''" '-••''"---—' -
Replace bis knife with a trade, reptoceais of a prison reform program 
gun with a book, give hinr proper: food, would be more than mere^ voices of 
clothing, andreligious msU'tUitiotl. The'&raT—Y^ef this i s what we must do tosurvive" 
to a better man is throUg^-ei^ication. Have must ^direct our energies to clean up our 
inmate wiH now> 
given the opportunity to survive 
'•7"mm 
or a new car 
! f * w w -
the best teachers a vadaWeto^iteach me man brobiem^. The loss of a: 
how ±& r&ulr wrjte-.4uk1 i t e^up wjiaitiyet^ -every year; i y " " 
hobbies or, skills he/mayjOreaay possess, your, husband, your 
The society th^t^as wron|jedart^1an^Hhat 
"price top5ay to 
pr^ogram 
beftwe 





turn to reci 
W i l l . •---••:. * 
To • in i t iate a 
rehabilitation and. 
was never ^^.^^^..^ 
eKevil soc, " ^ ^^,':>write your 
^detn«llU acBffln. YdQ'cair 
to 
iy needed us «pur mass _ _̂  . 
educaHoiE, Kwjf 
now. You won't regret it, 
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